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Chapter 1

Supplier Evaluation and Selection 
in Automobile Industry
Lokpriya Gaikwad and Vivek Sunnapwar

Abstract

In automobile industry, to operate effectively the supply chain management, the 
purchasing function is very important to perform effectively. It is the responsibility 
of purchasing department to choose the correct suppliers to purchase the required 
products for their company. Thus, supplier evaluation technique is essential for 
purchase manager’s point of view to choose the best supplier among available 
suppliers. The literature addresses quality, delivery, technology, value and service as 
the five most common criteria used for supplier quality evaluation. In this chapter, 
approach of evaluation and selection of supplier has been presented as per the ISO 
9000/TS16949 standards. Considering the most important criteria for evaluat-
ing the quality of suppliers based on a review of the literature and observation in 
practice. Finally, these organizations continuously review and implement effective 
quality systems following the rigorous ISO 9000/TS16949 series of standards and 
most automobile companies have developed in-house procedures and software for 
the supplier selection process.

Keywords: supplier assessment, supplier selection and performance evaluation, 
supplier quality cost, supplier rating, part per million equivalents

1. Introduction

Conventionally firms have been divided in operational functions and each 
department take care of their own responsibility and manufacturing functions 
from procurement of raw material to dispatch of final products to the customer. 
Due to this reason, most of the organization purchasing commands a significant 
role, since purchased parts and components represent 40–60% of the sales [1] of its 
end products. This means with small cost saving in the acquisition of materials can 
have a greater impact on profits of the organization.

There has been an evolution in the role and structure of the purchasing func-
tion that gained great importance in the supply chain management due to the 
globalization and accelerated technological amend. It involves buying the raw 
materials and components for the organization to meet current need. The actions 
connected with it include selecting and qualifying suppliers, rating supplier 
performance, negotiating contracts, comparing price, quality and service, sourc-
ing goods and service, timing purchases, selling terms of sale, evaluating the 
value received, predicting price, service, etc. Main responsibility of the purchas-
ing department is the selection and evaluation of capable suppliers which brings 
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financial benefits for the organization. The main objective of the supplier selection 
process is to reduce peril and maximize the total worth for the buyer organization 
considering strategic variables such as the choice between domestic and interna-
tional suppliers, and the number of suppliers.

1.1 Literature reviews

Experts agree that no best way exists to evaluate and select suppliers, and thus 
organizations use a variety of approaches. The overall objective of the supplier 
evaluation process is to reduce risk and maximize overall value to the buyer. Figure 1 
presents the steps to follow when developing such a system [2].

Step 1: Identify key supplier evaluation categories
The first step in this process is identifying supplier evaluation criteria such as 

cost, quality, and on time delivery which are the important primary critical criteria 
that affect on the buyer. However, for critical items the supplier’s in depth analysis 
related to their process capability or machine capability and ability to do a business 
is essential. For these reasons more supplier evaluation study is required. These 
criteria are typically the following:

A. Supplier managing capability
This is an essential way to assess, since management runs the business and 

makes the decisions that influence the future competitiveness of the vendor.

1. Overall workforce capabilities
This measurement requires an evaluation of third party personnel outside the 

organization. The reason is that well-known, self-motivated, stable employees 
should not be underestimated.

2. Cost composition
Accepting a supplier’s total cost configuration helps a purchaser to determine 

how competently a supplier can produce things. A cost breakdown helps to identify 
probable areas of cost improvement.

3. Total quality management system
In supplier evaluation process, quality management systems at supplier end, 

their systems as well strategies must be address.

4. Technology and process capability, together with the supplier’s design capability
This step helps to understand the technology, resource skill and capital require-

ment of the supplier during selection process.

5. Ecological regulation conformity
This is important given that purchasers do not want to be connected with be 

known ecological polluters from a public relations stand point.

6. Economic capability and steadiness
To check the economical capability of the supplier is essential for preliminary 

condition that the supplier must pass before a detailed evaluation can begin.

7. Production planning and control systems, including supplier on time delivery 
performance

The purpose behind this step is to evaluate the supplier from planning, schedul-
ing and on time delivery point of view.
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8. Information technology capability
Evidence that the supplier must use latest technology in their plant so that they 

can update their work environment.

9. Supplier purchasing strategies
These criteria are together one way to expand greater imminent and accepting of 

the supply chain of the suppliers.

10. Longer-term relationship probable
Supplier should be selected on the base of long term relationship, i.e., collabora-

tion or partnership with the supplier. This will help both supplier and buyer to 
exchange ideas as well as technology with each other.

Step 2: Evaluation category weightage
The performance categories having weight reflect the relative importance of 

that category. The total of each weight must equal 1.0. That helps the management 
during the supplier selection and evaluation process.

Step 3: Identify and weight subcategories
In this, first identify performance subcategories within broader category in 

which the total sum of the subcategory weight must be equal to the total weight of 
the performance category.

Step 4: Identify scoring system for categories and subcategories
Scoring system takes criteria that may be highly skewed and develops a quan-

titative scale for measurement. Scoring system is effective if different individuals 
infer and score the same performance categories under assessment. For illustrative 
purposes, an example is a 5-point scale where 1 = poor, 2 = weak, 3 = marginal, 
4 = qualified, and 5 = outstanding.

Step 5: Assess suppliers directly
A buyer can compare the scores of different suppliers for the same order and 

select one based on the evaluation score. It may be possible that supplier does not 
qualify at this time for further purchase consideration. Purchaser should have 
minimum acceptable performance necessities that suppliers must assure before they 
can become part of the supply base [3].

Step 6: Make selection based on evaluation results review
The major output from this step is a proposal about whether to accept a supplier 

for a business. A buyer may evaluate several suppliers who might be competing for a 
purchaser contract. The intention of the evaluation is to qualify potential suppliers 
for current or future business requirements.

Step 7: Review supplier performances constantly
After selecting a supplier, the supplier must perform as per buyer requirements 

to fulfill their needs. The prominence shifts from the initial evaluation and selection 
of suppliers to continuous improvement by suppliers into their process and product 
to fulfill buyer requirement.

Few authors have acknowledged criteria for supplier selection, such as the price, 
quality, and delivery, past supplier performance, capacity, information systems, ser-
vice, and geographic location, among others [4–6]. These criteria are a key issue in 
the supplier measurement process since it dealings the performance of the suppliers.

1.2 Methodology

In most of the research which is based on supplier selection and evaluation, 
authors opined that the purchasing organizations use different approaches for evalu-
ating and selecting supplier as per their requirements because of no best way is there.
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Supplier selection is based on a relative assessment using an exploratory case 
study approach which is generally used in most of the OEMs (Original Equipment 
Manufacturers).

2. Supplier evaluation and selection in auto industry

2.1 Rejected parts per million (PPM) level

PPMeq is a pointer for inward part quality by monitoring the performance of 
inward parts during on-going production, once parts is handed over by Component 
Development Materials Management (CDMM) to Supplier Quality Assurance 
(SQA) and procured by Supply Chain Management (SCM). This guideline sets the 
procedure of calculating the PPM Equivalent (PPMeq) and declaring non-con-
forming parts in the supplier deliveries. The suppliers’ performance has assessed by 
the index PPM which has based only on rejection of parts at receiving stage and on 
line. But this index did not reflect the performance of the suppliers whose parts has 
mostly reworked on lines, the parts for which deviations/concessions were sought. 
Also much effort has been put in for segregating parts if any non-conformity has 
found in a lot. Some supplier parts also get rejected at the final assembly stage due 
to which the whole assembly faces rejection. To capture the effect of all the above 
conditions, a new index PPMeq has been formed.

Formula:
Supplier RPPM (rejected parts per million) is calculated on the basis of the 

amount of rejected parts versus the total amount of parts received in a given fiscal 
month. This computation is then normalized to replicate a continuous basis of one 
million units received.

• PPMeq can be calculated as:

 ○ Auto Sector-wise PPMeq

 ○ Plant-wise PPMeq

 ○ Supplier-wise PPMeq

 ○ Supplier Part-wise PPMeq

Figure 1. 
Initial supplier evaluation and selection.
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The agreement on PPM values does not signify a quality level accepted by 
Customer. All purchasing parts which are recognized as defective basically not be 
accepted and has been charged to the supplier.

PPMeq for a period is calculated as shown in Eq. (1)

  PPMeq =    N  rej   +  N  rew   +  N  rej 951   + 0.5  N  dew   + 0.5  N  conc   + 5.0  N  rej at F.A.      ________________________________________________    N  Total  
   X 1000000  (1)

where Nrej is the total inspection and line rejected quantity; Nrew is the total 
inspection and line quantity reworked; Ndev at F.A., is the total no. of quantity 
accepted under variation (inspection and line); Nconc is the total no. of quantity 
accepted under concession (inspection and line); Nrej at F.A., is the total no. of 
quantity rejected at Final Assembly; NTotal is the total no. of quantity received; and 
Nrej 951 is the total Quantity rejected on movement 951 for scrap at our end.

Example: A supplier ships 100,000 parts to a plant, of those 7 are found to be 
non-conforming.

The scorecard calculation will be (7/100,000) × 1,000,000 = 70 RPPM’S.
The Supplier’s score for this example has 12 points.
Table 1 shows parts per million ranges and their respective scores.
From table it clear that, maximum score has been assigned to minimum rejected 

part per million and so on. Following are the minimum requirements from the sup-
pliers end during the inspection of their submitted lot for acceptance to the OEMs.

Minimum expectations: it is expected that the minimum score should be 85%, 
(combined total of 51 points out of 60 possible).

Corrective actions: those suppliers who cannot meet the minimum expectation 
should be applied following corrective actions.

1. First month: announcement letters has been sent to Suppliers for giving 
justification regarding not meeting minimum score, reason for the same and 
what corrective action will be taken in future.

2. Second consecutive month: a second announcement letter has been sent 
stating that failing to meet minimum score and why. A corrective action plan is 
required.

3. Third consecutive month: if the problem is not solved in first and second 
notice then purchase manager either visited or called meeting with supplier to 
discuss performance. Within this period, suppliers may be on probation.

• Rejection: any parts that not meeting customer specifications has rejected.

• Rework: if doing any minor correction on part, it becomes fit for use then 
it comes under rework.

• Deviation: any supplied part whose critical dimensions or material specifi-
cations cannot be reworked/repaired is termed as deviation.

• Concession: when approval of product development has not taken for the 
minor repair that are not specified in the drawing and which does not affect 
the product quality, it is termed as concession.

• Segregation: division of accepted/rejected parts, done with permission of 
QA personnel of that area, is known as segregation.
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part per million and so on. Following are the minimum requirements from the sup-
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• Rejection at final assembly: due to supplier part if final assembly gets 
rejected, then it comes under rejection at final assembly.

To simplify communication and wherever technically practical and feasible, 
only one target value should be agreed for each product family delivered by suppli-
ers or if possible for all products delivered.

General rules to declare Non-conforming parts:

1. Rejection: a part has been rejected if it falls out of the engineering specifica-
tion. After proper inspection a part has been rejected. For example, in case of 
incorrect dimension, if the supplier has not produced a part as per specified 
dimensions, rejection will be done otherwise part will be accepted if it falls 
within specified specification.

2. Rework: parts shall be declared as rework if they are non-conforming only 
if the supplier is responsible. An analysis agreed by the supplier shall define 
the accountability for the rework (supplier); the supplier can take part in 
the investigation process. All records related to Deviation, Concession and 
Segregation, rework quantities are kept.

3. Deviation: the variation for the use of non-conforming part has been agreed 
by the Product development and respective plant quality head.

4. Concession: the dispensation has rose by the Manufacturing Quality and 
approved by the respective plant quality head.

5. Segregation: the quantities accepted after separation of the supplier parts has 
been taken into account in the calculation of PPMeq. This has not been inter-
preted as the total quantity which is separated.

6. Quantity of non-conforming parts: it has been declared with the con-
formity of the supplier and customer. Sample has not used to declare the 
non-conformance.

7. Re-acceptance: after correcting the parts it has been reaccepted within same 
month of rejection of that part so as to have correct performance of that sup-
plier on monthly basis.

RPPM rating Score RPPM rating Score

0–25 30 61–65 14

26–30 28 66–70 12

31–35 26 71–75 10

36–40 24 76–80 8

41–45 22 81–85 6

46–50 20 86–90 4

51–55 18 91–95 2

56–60 16 96–100 0

Table 1. 
PPM ranges and their scores.
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2.2 Scorecard

The purpose of the Scorecard is to communicate key supplier performance 
metrics that align with business objectives. The program rewards suppliers based 
on data, serves as a foundation for continuous improvement, and assists with future 
sourcing decisions.

Supplier rating system based on:

• Delivery: to meet expected dates as per delivery date.

• Lead time: time required in between placing order and receiving material.

• Quality: it is calculated in parts per million defective (PPM)

• Productivity savings: suppliers’ assistance in helping to meet our productivity 
goals

• Payment terms: after delivery it may be within 3 to 6 month

Span:
To select a group of critical suppliers.
Benefits:
It benefits purchaser and supplier to achieve the benefits, sharing information 

by establishing open communication.
Supplier reimbursement:

• Visibly stated performance opportunity

• Enhance communication

• Business association get improved

• Data is available to measure performance

• Superior in general competitiveness in the market

Organization’s reimbursement:

• Visibly communicated performance opportunity to supplier network

• Quicker associations with our suppliers

• Better accepting of overall performance

Supplier scorecard point system:
Every month suppliers receive performance score based on following areas as 

shown in Table 2.
Supplier performance levels:
Supplier is ranked depending upon their ongoing performance:
Level 1: supplier having 71 points or above is referred as world class and will be 

rewarded by new business opportunities.
Level 2: supplier having ongoing score 51–70 points performing acceptable level 

but at the same time assurance team should work to lift them to level 1 performance 
by developing them.
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Level 3: a supplier having score 31–50 points kept on conditional level of perfor-
mance. Assurance team must work to lift them to achieve level 2 or level 1 status.

Level 4: a supplier having score 30 points or below is a restricted supplier, any 
time they exist and another alternative source has to be find out.

2.3 Collaborate with suppliers

Enterprises that shared performance data with suppliers were able to generate 
62% greater improvements in supplier performance than enterprises that only used 
this information internally (see Figure 2).

Based on a data purchaser can find out the opportunities to improve and develop 
the supplier performance by sharing business information. Many organizations can 
collaborate with their supplier in exchange of design and process data.

2.4 Process audit

Process audit for the manufacturing is quality tool to assess the continuous 
improvement of the organization in process/product performance. Doe to process 
audit, it become easy to analyze, maintain and improve quality system. So process 
audit become essential for the organization to sustain into competitive environment. 
Based on ISO 9001 certification requirement internal audit has to be conducted.

Figure 2. 
Supplier performance improvements.

Sr. Nos. Focus area Allocated score

1. Delivery (0–20 points)

2. Lead time (0–20 points)

3. Quality (0–20 points)

4. Productivity savings (0–20 points)

5. Payment terms (0–20 points)
The maximum possible score for the Month or Year-to-Date is 100 points.

Table 2. 
Performance score based on the focus area.
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Due to customer awareness and global competition there is tremendous pres-
sure on manufacturing firms to improve quality and reduce cost of the product. 
Each organization is struggling to meet customer varied demands as well as meet 
environmental regulation applied by government so that process/product should 
be ecological feasible. Audit is one of them to assess current state of nature and 
future plan of action to improve quality of the product and process. Audit can be 
used throughout the business area of quality, production, safety, human resource, 
purchasing, accounting, etc. [6]. Many organizations not only manufacturing but 
also service industry, have conducted the audit or been audited in order to comply 
with certain standard requirements [7].

2.5 ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 standards

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a set of stan-
dards that “makes the development, manufacturing, and supply of products 
and services more efficient, safer and cleaner” [8]. The ISO has created several 
standards, but the best-known ones are ISO 9000 and ISO 14000. ISO 9000 is 
used for assessing quality requirements, while ISO 14000 is a standard for envi-
ronmental quality management. ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 are known as “generic 
management system standards” because they can be applied to any product, 
material or service [8]. An ISO certificate can be given to any organization after 
it prepares its documents containing a description of its business practices in line 
with the guidelines provided by ISO. According to [9], having ISO 9000 has the 
following benefits:

1. Way in to markets: having ISO 9000 certification helps organizations to 
maintain and increase number of customers. Due to globalization, it is essen-
tial to certify and enter into global market.

2. Customer requirement: customers buy the product from certify supplier only. 
So now it become need that supplier should have ISO certification.

3. Quality system improvement: due to certification, quality system of the 
organization gets improved and also organization prepares itself for quality 
auditing.

4. Other benefits: the certificate is recognized around the world, and can 
develop quality through recovering an organization’s overall competitiveness.

2.6 Normalize supplier measurement procedures across the enterprise

Organization should have formal measurement process which improves the 
supply base of the vendors than those vendors without having such type of formal 
measurement process.

On the other hand, firms should have standardized supplier performance 
metrics to reach better results at least 25% performance improvement can be seen in 
this process.

However, supplier performance metrics changes from organization to organiza-
tion depending upon their needs and capabilities of the supplier supplying part 
or components to them. But agreeing on standard metrics for evaluating vendor 
performance is easy than on firm basis where different firm units have varied goals, 
requirements, and suppliers.
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3. Results and discussion

A critical area to focus purchasing attention continues to be supplier quality 
management. Although supplier performance has likely improved in real terms over 
the last several years, supplier quality still does not fully satisfy continuously chang-
ing performance expectations. Measuring continuous supplier performance is not the 
only time when firms should evaluate suppliers. For most firms, supplier evaluation is 
central to their philosophy of quality at the source. Almost 70% of purchasing manag-
ers say that, the organizations use quantitative-based supplier evaluation process to 
check the capability and control techniques in there continuous quality improvement 
commitment. Around 80% firms assess supplier capabilities directly by cross-func-
tional team site visits. Any kind of material or components either in semifinished, 
finished or raw material supplied by supplier has to be consider for calculating PPMeq 
and deciding which supplier has to be selected for doing business. If supplier having 
high PPM score consistently should be deleted from business list, PPM > 500 supplier 
has to be called or reviewed. Although most quality standards have been fulfilled till 
there are quality issues in manufacturing industry. According to ACMA reports 170 
firms have already received ISO 9000 certification and 23 firms have received QS 
9000 certification but still they are struggling to achieve excellence in quality.

In this work evaluation of the supplier has been done through Part per Million 
equivalents which help the OEMs to track the rejection rate at Plant level, Supplier 
level and Process level. Having high PPMeq the OEM can take a prompt decision 
regarding doing the business in future or to give time for improvement or to develop 
for excellence. Process-wise PPMeq can also help to find out the weak supplier for 
the particular process like Machining or Casting.

4. Conclusions

An organization should measure supplier’s performance because without mea-
surement improvement cannot become possible, also supplier cannot improve and 
remove wastages as well as cost drivers so vendors should be measured to facilitate 
performance improvement and enhance competitiveness. Thus an informed busi-
ness decision has been possible that impact the enterprise.

Supplier quality cost should be incorporated into a buyer’s supplier rating 
system. Supplier rating should be involved not only traditional indicators like cost, 
quality, on time delivery but also supplier quality costs. When problems that effect 
on customers occur, the speed with which problems has identified solved and the 
solution implemented has a direct impact on customer satisfaction. To reduce cost 
of quality there should be supplier involvement so that the quality related problems 
can be resolved and analyze the occurrence of the problems and failure that take 
place due to the faulty method or processes for that suppliers must be actively 
participated to solve the shop floor problems.

Use of part per million equivalent technique help to the purchasing organization 
to take a decision related to supplier selection and evaluation in critical conditions. 
It helps purchase manager in decision-making process at the time of selecting single 
supplier from the available number of suppliers.
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Chapter 2

Optimal Control Promotional
Policy for a New Product
Incorporating Repeat Purchase in
Segmented Market: A Control
Theoretic Approach
Kuldeep Chaudhary and Prakash C. Jha

Abstract

This chapter considers an optimal control model to obtain dynamic promotional
policies for a product considering a segmented market where first-time and addi-
tional repeat purchase sales are assumed to be generated through mass and differ-
entiated promotions. Mass promotion is carried out in the whole market which
reaches each segment with a fixed spectrum, and differentiated promotion is
catered to each segment individually. The firm’s finite promotional resources are to
be allocated for promoting a product at mass and segment levels of the market in a
finite time period. The formulated control problem obtains optimal promotional
effort policy for each segment using the maximum principle. The applicability of
the proposed control model is illustrated through a numerical example by
discretizing the model.

Keywords: market segmentation, innovation-diffusion model, optimal control
theory, maximum principle

1. Introduction

In the last few decades, the customers are made available with an increased
amount of choices for particular goods or services. In such a situation to ensure that
the customer chooses our product among others, it becomes important to commu-
nicate and inform about the innovative features and quality offered through the
product and make a space in customers’ minds. This task is achieved by promoting
the product at regular intervals. Promotion plays a major role in raising customer
awareness of the product, generates sales, and hence repeats purchases. Repeat
purchase is an important phenomenon among the consumers that often measures
their loyalty towards a brand. The higher is the repeat purchase value, it can be said
that the better a firm is doing to keep customers loyal. This chapter focuses on
determining the optimal promotional effort policies for a consumer durable product
by assuming that the single purchase and the repeat purchase of a product are
generated through the combined effect of mass and differentiated promotions in a
segmented market.
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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, the customers are made available with an increased
amount of choices for particular goods or services. In such a situation to ensure that
the customer chooses our product among others, it becomes important to commu-
nicate and inform about the innovative features and quality offered through the
product and make a space in customers’ minds. This task is achieved by promoting
the product at regular intervals. Promotion plays a major role in raising customer
awareness of the product, generates sales, and hence repeats purchases. Repeat
purchase is an important phenomenon among the consumers that often measures
their loyalty towards a brand. The higher is the repeat purchase value, it can be said
that the better a firm is doing to keep customers loyal. This chapter focuses on
determining the optimal promotional effort policies for a consumer durable product
by assuming that the single purchase and the repeat purchase of a product are
generated through the combined effect of mass and differentiated promotions in a
segmented market.
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Promotional strategies are often targeted to a potential market chosen in accor-
dance with the firm’s product type. Once target market is decided, market segmen-
tation is carried out to divide the broad target market into subsets of consumers
who have common needs and priorities, and then designing and implementing
strategies are done to target them. Market segmentation plays an important role in
development of the marketing strategies. Different customers have different needs,
and it is impossible to satisfy all customers treating them alike. Promotional policies
for the products are built by considering the heterogeneity in the potential market.
Firms that identify the specific needs of the groups of customers are able to develop
the right offer for the submarkets and obtain a competitive advantage over other
firms. The concept of market segmentation emerged, as the market-oriented
thought evolved among the firms. Market segmentation has thus become the build-
ing block of the effective promotional planning. It partitions the markets into
groups of potential customers on the basis of geographic, demographic, and psy-
chographic variables and behavioural customer characteristics.

Once the segmentation process is complete, the next step following it is choosing
the targeting strategies that can be implemented. The firm must decide whether
they want to choose segment-specific or mass (differentiated) promotional strate-
gies. Mass promotion is implemented by treating the market as homogeneous and
giving common message in all the segments through mass communication, the
effect of which reaches each of the segments proportionally known as spectrum
effect. However, the preferences of customers may differ, and same offering may
not affect all potential customers and urge them towards product adoption. If firms
ignore these differences, another competing firm can market similar product serv-
ing specific groups, and this may lead to losing customers. Segment-specific pro-
motion recognizes this diversified customer base and takes into consideration the
varying consumers in different segments. The promotional messages are
constructed accordingly here. Both the mass- and segment-specific strategies play
important roles and have their own advantages. Firms generally promote their
product in the market at both the levels mass and segment. In this chapter, we
assume that the evolution of sales of the product is through mass and differentiated
promotions and build a control model for determining the promotional policies that
maximizes the total profit constrained on the total budget. The promotion effort
policies are generated by using the maximum principle. The model proposed is
continuous in nature, but in practical the data available is discrete. Also the model is
nonlinear and becomes NP-hard in nature. Thus we have used Lingo11 to solve the
discretized version and show the model application.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 of this chapter, we
provide a brief literature review and in Section 3, we introduce the diffusion model
with repeat purchasing and discuss its optimal control formulation and develop
segmented sales rate under the assumption that the practitioner may choose inde-
pendently the advertising intensity directed towards each segment as well as com-
bined advertising intensity. The problem is discussed, and it is solved using
Pontryagin’s maximum principle with particular cases in Section 4. Section 5 gives
the numerical illustration for the discretized version of the problem using Lingo11
software and finally in Section 6, we conclude our chapter.

2. Literature review

Few people have worked in optimal control theory considering market segmen-
tation in advertising models [1–3]. A discrete time stochastic model of multiple
media selection in a segmented market was analysed by Little and Lodish [1].
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Seidmann et al. [2] proposed a general sales-advertising model in which the state of
the system represents a population distribution over a parameter space, and they
show that such models are well posed and that there exists an optimal control.
Buratto et al. [4] have given some market segmentation concepts into advertising
models during the introduction of new product and advertising processes for sales
over an infinite horizon. Grosset and Viscolani [3] discussed the optimal advertising
policy for a new product introduction considering only the external influence in a
segmented market with Nerlove-Arrow’s [5] linear goodwill dynamics. Nerlove and
Arrow [5] proposed a model in which the effect of advertising on sales is mediated
by the goodwill variable. The goodwill state variable represents the effects of the
firm investment in advertising, and it affects the demand of the product together
with price and other external factors. From past few years, a number of researchers
have been working in the area of optimal control models pertaining to advertising
expenditure and price in marketing [6]. The simplest diffusion model was due to
Bass [7]. Since the landmark work of Bass, the model has been widely used in the
diffusion theory. The major limitation of this model is that it does not take into
consideration the impact of marketing variables. Many authors have suitably mod-
ified the Bass model to study the impact of price on new product diffusion [8–13].
These models incorporate the pricing effects on diffusion. Also there are models
that incorporate the effect of advertising on diffusion [9, 14, 15]. Horsky and
Simmon [9] incorporated the effects of advertising in the Bass innovation coeffi-
cient. Thompson and Teng [16] incorporated learning curve production cost in their
oligopoly price-advertising model. Bass et al. [17] included both price and advertis-
ing in their generalized Bass model.

Jha et al. [18] used the concept of market segmentation in diffusion model for
advertising a new product and studied the optimal advertising effectiveness rate in
a segmented market. They discussed the evolution of sales dynamics in the seg-
mented market under two cases. Firstly, they assumed that the firm advertises in
each segment independently, and further they took the case of a single advertising
channel, which reaches several segments with a fixed spectrum. Manik et al. [19]
amalgamated the two problems formulated by Jha et al. [18] and formulated an
optimal control problem where they studied the effect of differentiated promotional
effort and mass promotional effort on evolution of sales rate for each segment. They
obtained the optimal promotional effort policy for the proposed model. Dynamic
behaviour of optimal control theory leads to its application in sales-promotion
control analysis and provides a powerful tool for understanding the behaviour of
sales-promotion system where dynamic aspect plays an important role. Numerous
papers on the application of optimal control theory in sales-advertising problem
exist in the literature [20, 21]. However the literature missed out the control model
to determine the control policies in a segmented market considering repeat pur-
chasers in the sales through mass and differentiated promotions and taking the
budget constraint which we try to do in this chapter.

3. Model development

We begin our analysis by stating the following assumption that M > 1ð Þ is the
total market segments and a discrete variable. The sum ∑M

i¼1Xi denotes the total
number of potential customers of the product in all the segments. The firm simul-
taneously uses mass market promotion and differentiated market promotion to
capture the potential market in each segment, respectively. Mass market promotion
reaches each segment proportionally called segment-specific spectrum. Let xi tð Þ be
the number of adopter by time t for the ith segment. During diffusion process,
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ing block of the effective promotional planning. It partitions the markets into
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gies. Mass promotion is implemented by treating the market as homogeneous and
giving common message in all the segments through mass communication, the
effect of which reaches each of the segments proportionally known as spectrum
effect. However, the preferences of customers may differ, and same offering may
not affect all potential customers and urge them towards product adoption. If firms
ignore these differences, another competing firm can market similar product serv-
ing specific groups, and this may lead to losing customers. Segment-specific pro-
motion recognizes this diversified customer base and takes into consideration the
varying consumers in different segments. The promotional messages are
constructed accordingly here. Both the mass- and segment-specific strategies play
important roles and have their own advantages. Firms generally promote their
product in the market at both the levels mass and segment. In this chapter, we
assume that the evolution of sales of the product is through mass and differentiated
promotions and build a control model for determining the promotional policies that
maximizes the total profit constrained on the total budget. The promotion effort
policies are generated by using the maximum principle. The model proposed is
continuous in nature, but in practical the data available is discrete. Also the model is
nonlinear and becomes NP-hard in nature. Thus we have used Lingo11 to solve the
discretized version and show the model application.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 of this chapter, we
provide a brief literature review and in Section 3, we introduce the diffusion model
with repeat purchasing and discuss its optimal control formulation and develop
segmented sales rate under the assumption that the practitioner may choose inde-
pendently the advertising intensity directed towards each segment as well as com-
bined advertising intensity. The problem is discussed, and it is solved using
Pontryagin’s maximum principle with particular cases in Section 4. Section 5 gives
the numerical illustration for the discretized version of the problem using Lingo11
software and finally in Section 6, we conclude our chapter.

2. Literature review

Few people have worked in optimal control theory considering market segmen-
tation in advertising models [1–3]. A discrete time stochastic model of multiple
media selection in a segmented market was analysed by Little and Lodish [1].
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Seidmann et al. [2] proposed a general sales-advertising model in which the state of
the system represents a population distribution over a parameter space, and they
show that such models are well posed and that there exists an optimal control.
Buratto et al. [4] have given some market segmentation concepts into advertising
models during the introduction of new product and advertising processes for sales
over an infinite horizon. Grosset and Viscolani [3] discussed the optimal advertising
policy for a new product introduction considering only the external influence in a
segmented market with Nerlove-Arrow’s [5] linear goodwill dynamics. Nerlove and
Arrow [5] proposed a model in which the effect of advertising on sales is mediated
by the goodwill variable. The goodwill state variable represents the effects of the
firm investment in advertising, and it affects the demand of the product together
with price and other external factors. From past few years, a number of researchers
have been working in the area of optimal control models pertaining to advertising
expenditure and price in marketing [6]. The simplest diffusion model was due to
Bass [7]. Since the landmark work of Bass, the model has been widely used in the
diffusion theory. The major limitation of this model is that it does not take into
consideration the impact of marketing variables. Many authors have suitably mod-
ified the Bass model to study the impact of price on new product diffusion [8–13].
These models incorporate the pricing effects on diffusion. Also there are models
that incorporate the effect of advertising on diffusion [9, 14, 15]. Horsky and
Simmon [9] incorporated the effects of advertising in the Bass innovation coeffi-
cient. Thompson and Teng [16] incorporated learning curve production cost in their
oligopoly price-advertising model. Bass et al. [17] included both price and advertis-
ing in their generalized Bass model.

Jha et al. [18] used the concept of market segmentation in diffusion model for
advertising a new product and studied the optimal advertising effectiveness rate in
a segmented market. They discussed the evolution of sales dynamics in the seg-
mented market under two cases. Firstly, they assumed that the firm advertises in
each segment independently, and further they took the case of a single advertising
channel, which reaches several segments with a fixed spectrum. Manik et al. [19]
amalgamated the two problems formulated by Jha et al. [18] and formulated an
optimal control problem where they studied the effect of differentiated promotional
effort and mass promotional effort on evolution of sales rate for each segment. They
obtained the optimal promotional effort policy for the proposed model. Dynamic
behaviour of optimal control theory leads to its application in sales-promotion
control analysis and provides a powerful tool for understanding the behaviour of
sales-promotion system where dynamic aspect plays an important role. Numerous
papers on the application of optimal control theory in sales-advertising problem
exist in the literature [20, 21]. However the literature missed out the control model
to determine the control policies in a segmented market considering repeat pur-
chasers in the sales through mass and differentiated promotions and taking the
budget constraint which we try to do in this chapter.

3. Model development

We begin our analysis by stating the following assumption that M > 1ð Þ is the
total market segments and a discrete variable. The sum ∑M

i¼1Xi denotes the total
number of potential customers of the product in all the segments. The firm simul-
taneously uses mass market promotion and differentiated market promotion to
capture the potential market in each segment, respectively. Mass market promotion
reaches each segment proportionally called segment-specific spectrum. Let xi tð Þ be
the number of adopter by time t for the ith segment. During diffusion process,
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repeat purchases of the product may also occur, and those adopters who have
already adopted may repurchase the product again. Therefore, the number of
adopters for a new product can increase due to both first purchase and repeat
purchasing. Under the influence of mass market and differentiated market promo-
tion, evolution of sales rate [7] can be described by the following differential
equation:

dxi tð Þ
dt

¼ bi tð Þ ui tð Þ þ αiu tð Þð Þ Xi � 1� gi
� �

xi tð Þ
� �

, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M (1)

with the initial condition xi 0ð Þ ¼ xi0∀i ¼ 1, 2,…,M, where αi denotes the seg-

ment spectrum of mass promotion αi >0&∑M
i¼1αi ¼ 1

� �
; gi 0≤ gi ≤ 1
� �

is suscepti-

ble to repeat purchasing, and repeat purchasing is influenced by all factors (both
internal and external) affecting first purchase in ith segment by time t; ui tð Þ is
differentiated promotional effort rate for ith segment at time t; and u tð Þ is mass
market promotional effort rate at time t, and bi tð Þ is the adoption rate per additional
adoption for the ith segment. bi tð Þ can be represented either as a function of time or
as a function of the number of previous adopters. Since the latter approach is used
most widely, it is the one applied here. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
follows:

dxi tð Þ
dt

¼ pi þ qi
xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
ui tð Þ þ αi u tð Þð Þ Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �
, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M (2)

where pi and qi are coefficients of external and internal influences in ith segment,
respectively.

The objective of the firm is to maximize the present value of the profit in a
planning horizon for a segmented market by selecting optimal mass and differenti-
ated promotional effort rates for the firm. Thus, the objective function can be
represented by

Max J ¼
ðT
0
e�γt ∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ _x tð Þ � ϕi ui tð Þð Þð � � φ u tð Þð Þ½ Þ dt
�

(3)

where ϕi ui tð Þð Þ and φ u tð Þð Þ are differentiated market promotional effort and
mass market promotional effort cost, respectively, γ is discounted profit, Pi is sales
price for ith segment, and Ci xi tð Þð Þ is production cost per unit for ith segment, that
is, continuous and differentiable with assumption C0

i :ð Þ >0 and Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ >0 .
During the promotion, differentiated and mass promotions are competing for

the limited promotion budget expenditure. Therefore, firms monitor the promotion
strategy in all segments closely and allocate their promotional expenditure budget
optimally among these segments. The budget constraint for all segments is
represented as

ðT
0

∑M
i¼1ϕi ui tð Þð Þ þ φ u tð Þð Þ

� �
dt≤W0 (4)

where W0 is the fixed budget expenditure for all segments over time. Constraint
(4) corresponds to the common promotional expenditure capacity that is allocated
among all the segments. This constraint couples the segment and prevents us from
simply solving M times a single-segment problem. The above problem can be
written as an optimal control problem:
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Max J ¼
ðT
0
e�γt ∑M

i¼1½ Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ _x tð Þ � ϕi ui tð Þð Þð � � φ u tð Þð Þ
� �

dt

dxi tð Þ
dt

¼ pi þ qi
xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
ui tð Þ þ αi u tð Þð Þ Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �
, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M

xi 0ð Þ ¼ xi0∀i ¼ 1, 2,…M
ðT
0

∑M
i¼1ϕi ui tð Þð Þ þ φ u tð Þð Þ

� �
dt≤W0

9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(5)

The above formulated optimal control problem consists of 2Mþ 1 control vari-
ables ui tð Þ; u tð Þð Þ and M state variables xi tð Þð Þ.

4. Solution approach

To solve the above optimal control theory problem, we define a new state

variable W tð Þ ¼ W0 �
Ð t
0 ∑M

i¼1ϕi ui tð Þð Þ þ φ u tð Þð Þ
� �

dt with W 0ð Þ ¼ W0

and W Tð Þ≥0. With new state variable, we rewrite the above optimal control prob-
lem (5) as

Max J ¼
ðT
0
e�γt ∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þð Þ _x tð Þ � ϕi ui tð Þð Þ½ � � φ u tð Þð Þ
� �

dt

dxi tð Þ
dt

¼ pi þ qi
xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
ui tð Þ þ αi u tð Þð Þ Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �
, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M

xi 0ð Þ ¼ xi0∀i ¼ 1, 2,…M

_W tð Þ ¼ � ∑M
i¼1ϕi ui tð Þð Þ þ φ u tð Þð Þ

� �
,W 0ð Þ ¼ W0,W Tð Þ≥0

9>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>;

(6)

Now, we obtain an optimal control problem with 2Mþ 1 control variable and
Mþ 1 state variable for all segments. Using the maximum principle [22], Hamilto-
nian can be defined as

H ¼
∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ _x tð Þ � ϕi ui tð Þð Þ½ � � φ u tð Þð Þ

�μ tð Þ ∑M
i¼1ϕi ui tð Þð Þ þ φ u tð Þð Þ

� �
0
@

1
A (7)

The Hamiltonian represents the overall profit of the various policy decisions
with both the immediate and the future effects taken into account. Assuming the
existence of an optimal control solution, the maximum principle provides the nec-
essary optimality conditions; there exist piecewise continuously differentiable
functions λi tð Þ and μ tð Þ for all t∈ 0;T½ �. The value of λi tð Þ and μ tð Þ define marginal
valuation of state variables xi tð Þ and W tð Þ at time t, respectively. Here, λi tð Þ stands
for change in future profit as making a small in xi tð Þ at time t, and μ tð Þ is the future
profit of promotional effort per unit promotion effort expenditure at time t. These
variables are known as adjoint variables and describe the similar behaviour in
optimal control theory as dual variables in nonlinear programming.

From the necessary optimality conditions [22, 23] of maximum principle, we
have

H t; x∗i ; u
∗
i ; u

∗; λ; μ
� � ¼ H t; x∗i ; ui; u; λ; μ

� �
(8)
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repeat purchases of the product may also occur, and those adopters who have
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respectively.
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where ϕi ui tð Þð Þ and φ u tð Þð Þ are differentiated market promotional effort and
mass market promotional effort cost, respectively, γ is discounted profit, Pi is sales
price for ith segment, and Ci xi tð Þð Þ is production cost per unit for ith segment, that
is, continuous and differentiable with assumption C0

i :ð Þ >0 and Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ >0 .
During the promotion, differentiated and mass promotions are competing for

the limited promotion budget expenditure. Therefore, firms monitor the promotion
strategy in all segments closely and allocate their promotional expenditure budget
optimally among these segments. The budget constraint for all segments is
represented as
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∑M
i¼1ϕi ui tð Þð Þ þ φ u tð Þð Þ
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dt≤W0 (4)

where W0 is the fixed budget expenditure for all segments over time. Constraint
(4) corresponds to the common promotional expenditure capacity that is allocated
among all the segments. This constraint couples the segment and prevents us from
simply solving M times a single-segment problem. The above problem can be
written as an optimal control problem:
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� �
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0
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9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(5)

The above formulated optimal control problem consists of 2Mþ 1 control vari-
ables ui tð Þ; u tð Þð Þ and M state variables xi tð Þð Þ.

4. Solution approach

To solve the above optimal control theory problem, we define a new state
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>>>>>>>>>>>;

(6)

Now, we obtain an optimal control problem with 2Mþ 1 control variable and
Mþ 1 state variable for all segments. Using the maximum principle [22], Hamilto-
nian can be defined as

H ¼
∑M
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�μ tð Þ ∑M
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� �
0
@

1
A (7)

The Hamiltonian represents the overall profit of the various policy decisions
with both the immediate and the future effects taken into account. Assuming the
existence of an optimal control solution, the maximum principle provides the nec-
essary optimality conditions; there exist piecewise continuously differentiable
functions λi tð Þ and μ tð Þ for all t∈ 0;T½ �. The value of λi tð Þ and μ tð Þ define marginal
valuation of state variables xi tð Þ and W tð Þ at time t, respectively. Here, λi tð Þ stands
for change in future profit as making a small in xi tð Þ at time t, and μ tð Þ is the future
profit of promotional effort per unit promotion effort expenditure at time t. These
variables are known as adjoint variables and describe the similar behaviour in
optimal control theory as dual variables in nonlinear programming.

From the necessary optimality conditions [22, 23] of maximum principle, we
have

H t; x∗i ; u
∗
i ; u

∗; λ; μ
� � ¼ H t; x∗i ; ui; u; λ; μ

� �
(8)
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∂H∗

∂ui
¼ 0 (9)

∂H∗

∂u
¼ 0 (10)

dλi tð Þ
dt

¼ γ λi tð Þ � ∂H∗

∂xi tð Þ , λi Tð Þ ¼ 0 (11)

dμ tð Þ
dt

¼ λ μ tð Þ � ∂H∗

∂W tð Þ , μ Tð Þ≥0, (12)

W Tð Þ þW0≥0, μ Tð Þ W Tð Þ þW0ð Þ ¼ 0 (13)

Here, μ Tð Þ≥0,W Tð Þ þW0≥0, μ Tð Þ W Tð Þ þW0ð Þ ¼ 0 are called as
transversality conditions for W tð Þ. Here, Hamiltonian is independent to W tð Þ,
and then we have _μ ¼ γμ� ∂H

∂W ¼)μ tð Þ ¼ μT eγ t�Tð Þ. Hence, it is clear that the
multiplier associated with any integral constraint is constant over time
irrespective of their nature (i.e. whether equality or inequality). The Hamiltonian
H of each of the segments is strictly concave in ui tð Þ and u tð Þ. According to the
Mangasarian sufficiency theorem [22, 23], there exist unique values of promotional
effort controls u∗i tð Þ and u∗ tð Þ for each segment, respectively. From Eqs. (9)
and (10), we get

u∗i tð Þ ¼ ϕ�1
i

Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ _∂xi tð Þ
∂ui
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∂xi
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∂ui
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1þ μT eγ t�Tð Þ

0
@

1
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0
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where ϕ�1
i and φ�1 are inverse functions of ϕi and φ, respectively. If we assume

product cost is independent to xi tð Þ, i.e. Ci xi tð Þð Þ ¼ Ci, then optimal promotional
effort policies for each segment become

u∗i tð Þ ¼ ϕ�1
i

Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
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A, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M

(16)

u tð Þ ¼ φ�1
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Xi

� �
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� �
xi tð Þ

� �� �

1þ μT eγ t�Tð Þ

0
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1
A, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M

(17)

The optimal control promotional policy shows that when market is almost
saturated, then differentiated market promotional expenditure rate and mass mar-
ket promotional expenditure rate, respectively, should be zero (i.e. there is no need
of promotion in the market).

For optimal control policy, the optimal sales trajectory using optimal values of
differentiated market promotional effort u∗i tð Þ� �

and mass market promotional
effort u∗ tð Þð Þ rates for each segment are given by
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If xi 0ð Þ ¼ 0, then we get the following result:
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� �� � Ð t
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� �
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� �þ qi

pi
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� �� � Ð t
0 u∗i τð Þ þ αiu∗ τð Þ� �

dτ
� � , i ¼ 1, 2,…,M

(19)

and adjoint trajectory is given as

dλi tð Þ
dt

¼ γ λi tð Þ � Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ ∂ _xi
∂xi

� �
� _xi tð Þ ∂Ci xi tð Þð Þ

∂xi tð Þ
� �� �

(20)

with transversality condition λi Tð Þ ¼ 0. Integrating (20), the value of future
profit of having one more unit of sales is

λi tð Þ ¼ e�γt
ðT
t
e�γs Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ ∂ _xi

∂xi

� �
� _xi tð Þ ∂Ci

∂xi

� �� �
dt (21)

4.1 Particular cases

4.1.1 When differentiated market promotional effort and mass market promotional effort
costs are linear functions

Let us assume that differentiated market promotional effort and mass market
promotional effort costs take the following linear forms: ϕi ui tð Þð Þ ¼ κi ui tð Þ and
φ u tð Þð Þ ¼ κ u tð Þ and ai ≤ ui tð Þ≤Ai, a≤ u tð Þ≤A, where ai, Ai, a, and A are positive
constants which are minimum and maximum acceptable promotional effort rates
(ai, Ai, a, and A are determined by the promotional budget) and κi is the per unit
cost of promotional effort per unit time towards ith segment and κ is the per unit
cost of promotional effort per unit time towards mass market. Now, Hamiltonian
can be defined as

H ¼
∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ _xi tð Þ � κi ui tð Þ½ � � κ u tð Þ

�μ tð Þ ∑M
i¼1κi ui tð Þ þ κ u tð Þ

� �
0
@

1
A (22)

Since Hamiltonian is linear in ui tð Þ and u tð Þ, optimal differentiated market pro-
motional effort and mass market promotional effort as obtained by the maximum
principle are given by

u∗i tð Þ ¼ ai if Bi ≤0

Ai if Bi >0

�
(23)

u∗ tð Þ ¼ a if D≤0

A if D >0

�
(24)
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and then we have _μ ¼ γμ� ∂H

∂W ¼)μ tð Þ ¼ μT eγ t�Tð Þ. Hence, it is clear that the
multiplier associated with any integral constraint is constant over time
irrespective of their nature (i.e. whether equality or inequality). The Hamiltonian
H of each of the segments is strictly concave in ui tð Þ and u tð Þ. According to the
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where ϕ�1
i and φ�1 are inverse functions of ϕi and φ, respectively. If we assume

product cost is independent to xi tð Þ, i.e. Ci xi tð Þð Þ ¼ Ci, then optimal promotional
effort policies for each segment become
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The optimal control promotional policy shows that when market is almost
saturated, then differentiated market promotional expenditure rate and mass mar-
ket promotional expenditure rate, respectively, should be zero (i.e. there is no need
of promotion in the market).

For optimal control policy, the optimal sales trajectory using optimal values of
differentiated market promotional effort u∗i tð Þ� �

and mass market promotional
effort u∗ tð Þð Þ rates for each segment are given by
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x∗i tð Þ ¼
Xi

piþqi
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If xi 0ð Þ ¼ 0, then we get the following result:
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and adjoint trajectory is given as

dλi tð Þ
dt

¼ γ λi tð Þ � Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ ∂ _xi
∂xi
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� _xi tð Þ ∂Ci xi tð Þð Þ

∂xi tð Þ
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(20)

with transversality condition λi Tð Þ ¼ 0. Integrating (20), the value of future
profit of having one more unit of sales is

λi tð Þ ¼ e�γt
ðT
t
e�γs Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ ∂ _xi

∂xi

� �
� _xi tð Þ ∂Ci

∂xi

� �� �
dt (21)

4.1 Particular cases

4.1.1 When differentiated market promotional effort and mass market promotional effort
costs are linear functions

Let us assume that differentiated market promotional effort and mass market
promotional effort costs take the following linear forms: ϕi ui tð Þð Þ ¼ κi ui tð Þ and
φ u tð Þð Þ ¼ κ u tð Þ and ai ≤ ui tð Þ≤Ai, a≤ u tð Þ≤A, where ai, Ai, a, and A are positive
constants which are minimum and maximum acceptable promotional effort rates
(ai, Ai, a, and A are determined by the promotional budget) and κi is the per unit
cost of promotional effort per unit time towards ith segment and κ is the per unit
cost of promotional effort per unit time towards mass market. Now, Hamiltonian
can be defined as

H ¼
∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ _xi tð Þ � κi ui tð Þ½ � � κ u tð Þ

�μ tð Þ ∑M
i¼1κi ui tð Þ þ κ u tð Þ

� �
0
@
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Since Hamiltonian is linear in ui tð Þ and u tð Þ, optimal differentiated market pro-
motional effort and mass market promotional effort as obtained by the maximum
principle are given by

u∗i tð Þ ¼ ai if Bi ≤0

Ai if Bi >0

�
(23)

u∗ tð Þ ¼ a if D≤0

A if D >0

�
(24)
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where Bi ¼ Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �� κi 1þ μ tð Þð Þ and
D ¼ ∑M

i¼1 αi Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �� �
� ε 1þ μ tð Þð Þ are

promotional effort switching functions and called ‘bang-bang’ control. However,
interior control is possible on an arc along ui tð Þ and u tð Þ. Such an arc is known as the
‘singular arc’ [22].

This optimal control advertising policy shows that when market is almost satu-
rated, then our switching

functions Bi ¼ Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �� κi 1þ μ tð Þð Þ and
D ¼ ∑M

i¼1 αi Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �� �
� ε 1þ μ tð Þð Þ become

negative or zero. Therefore, optimal advertising policy shows that there is no need
to spend money, time, or resources on advertising, i.e. we do the advertising with
minimum effectiveness rate.

There are four possible sets of optimal control values of differentiated market
promotional effort (u∗i tð Þ) and mass market promotional effort (u∗ tð Þ) rate
(Figures 1 and 2): (1) u∗i tð Þ ¼ ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ a, ð2)

Figure 1.
Optimal promotional effort allocation policy for mass market promotional effort.

Figure 2.
Optimal promotional effort allocation policy for differentiated market promotional.
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u∗i tð Þ ¼ ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ A, ð3) u∗i tð Þ ¼ Ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ a, and (4) u∗i tð Þ ¼ Ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ A .
Using these optimal values of differentiated market promotional effort (u∗i tð Þ)
and mass market promotional effort (u∗ tð Þ) for each segment, we can obtain the
optimal sales trajectories and adjoint trajectories. If we consider optimal values
u∗i tð Þ ¼ Ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ A, then the optimal sales and adjoint values can be described as

x∗i tð Þ ¼
Xi

piþqi
xi 0ð Þ
Xi

Xi� 1�gið Þxi 0ð Þ

 !
exp qi þ pi 1� gi

� �� �
Ai þ αi Ai
� �

t
� �

 !
� pi

qi
Xi
þ 1� gi
� � piþqi

xi 0ð Þ
Xi

Xi� 1�gið Þxi 0ð Þ

 !
exp qi þ pi 1� gi

� �� �
Ai þ αi Ai
� �

t
� � ∀i ¼ 1, 2, 3,…,M

(25)

If xi 0ð Þ ¼ 0, then we get the following result

x∗i tð Þ ¼ 1� exp � qi þ pi 1� gi
� �� �

Ai þ αi Ai
� �

t
� �

1� gi
� �þ qi

pi
exp � qi þ pi 1� gi

� �� �
Ai þ αi Ai
� �

t
� � , i ¼ 1, 2,…,M (26)

which is similar to Bass model [7] sales trajectory with repeat purchasing, and
the adjoint variable is given by

dλi tð Þ
dt

¼ ρλi tð Þ � Pi � Ci þ λið Þ Ai þ αi A
� �

1� gi
� �

2x∗i � Xi
� �� Xi

� �� �
, λi Tð Þ ¼ 0

(27)

The value of λi tð Þ stands for per unit change in future profit of having one more
unit of variable xi tð Þ.

4.1.2 When differentiated market promotional effort and mass market promotional effort
costs are quadratic functions

Promotional efforts towards differentiated market and mass market are costly.
Let us assume that differentiated market promotional effort and mass market pro-
motional effort costs take the following quadratic forms ϕi ui tð Þð Þ ¼ κi

2 u2i tð Þ and
φ u tð Þð Þ ¼ κ

2 u2 tð Þ where κi >0 and κ >0 are positive constants and represent the
magnitude of promotional effort rate per unit time towards ith segment and towards
mass market, respectively. This assumption is common in literature [24], where
promotion cost is quadratic. Now, Hamiltonian can be defined as

H ¼
∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ _x tð Þ � κi
2

u2i tð Þ
h i

� κ

2
u2 tð Þ

�μ tð Þ ∑M
i¼1

κi
2

u2i tð Þ þ κ

2
u2 tð Þ

� �

0
B@

1
CA (28)

From the optimality necessary conditions (6), the optimal differentiated market
promotional effort and mass market promotional effort are given by

u∗i tð Þ ¼ 1
κi

Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �

1þ μT eγ t�Tð Þ

0
@

1
A (29)
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promotional effort switching functions and called ‘bang-bang’ control. However,
interior control is possible on an arc along ui tð Þ and u tð Þ. Such an arc is known as the
‘singular arc’ [22].

This optimal control advertising policy shows that when market is almost satu-
rated, then our switching
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negative or zero. Therefore, optimal advertising policy shows that there is no need
to spend money, time, or resources on advertising, i.e. we do the advertising with
minimum effectiveness rate.

There are four possible sets of optimal control values of differentiated market
promotional effort (u∗i tð Þ) and mass market promotional effort (u∗ tð Þ) rate
(Figures 1 and 2): (1) u∗i tð Þ ¼ ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ a, ð2)

Figure 1.
Optimal promotional effort allocation policy for mass market promotional effort.

Figure 2.
Optimal promotional effort allocation policy for differentiated market promotional.
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u∗i tð Þ ¼ ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ A, ð3) u∗i tð Þ ¼ Ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ a, and (4) u∗i tð Þ ¼ Ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ A .
Using these optimal values of differentiated market promotional effort (u∗i tð Þ)
and mass market promotional effort (u∗ tð Þ) for each segment, we can obtain the
optimal sales trajectories and adjoint trajectories. If we consider optimal values
u∗i tð Þ ¼ Ai, u∗ tð Þ ¼ A, then the optimal sales and adjoint values can be described as
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(25)

If xi 0ð Þ ¼ 0, then we get the following result

x∗i tð Þ ¼ 1� exp � qi þ pi 1� gi
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exp � qi þ pi 1� gi
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t
� � , i ¼ 1, 2,…,M (26)

which is similar to Bass model [7] sales trajectory with repeat purchasing, and
the adjoint variable is given by

dλi tð Þ
dt

¼ ρλi tð Þ � Pi � Ci þ λið Þ Ai þ αi A
� �

1� gi
� �

2x∗i � Xi
� �� Xi
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, λi Tð Þ ¼ 0

(27)

The value of λi tð Þ stands for per unit change in future profit of having one more
unit of variable xi tð Þ.

4.1.2 When differentiated market promotional effort and mass market promotional effort
costs are quadratic functions

Promotional efforts towards differentiated market and mass market are costly.
Let us assume that differentiated market promotional effort and mass market pro-
motional effort costs take the following quadratic forms ϕi ui tð Þð Þ ¼ κi

2 u2i tð Þ and
φ u tð Þð Þ ¼ κ

2 u2 tð Þ where κi >0 and κ >0 are positive constants and represent the
magnitude of promotional effort rate per unit time towards ith segment and towards
mass market, respectively. This assumption is common in literature [24], where
promotion cost is quadratic. Now, Hamiltonian can be defined as

H ¼
∑M

i¼1 Pi � Ci xi tð Þð Þ þ λi tð Þð Þ _x tð Þ � κi
2

u2i tð Þ
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� κ
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i¼1
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1
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From the optimality necessary conditions (6), the optimal differentiated market
promotional effort and mass market promotional effort are given by

u∗i tð Þ ¼ 1
κi

Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ pi þ qi
xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �

1þ μT eγ t�Tð Þ

0
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u tð Þ ¼ 1
κ

∑M
i¼1 Pi � Ci þ λi tð Þð Þ αi pi þ qi

xi tð Þ
Xi

� �
Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi tð Þ

� �� �

1þ μT eγ t�Tð Þ

0
@

1
A (30)

Using optimal differentiated market promotional effort and mass market pro-
motional effort rates from above Eqs. (29) and (30), we can obtain the optimal sales
trajectories. Due to cumbersome analytical expression and an aim to illustrate the
applicability of the formulated model through a numerical example, the discounted
continuous optimal problem (5) is transformed into equivalent discrete problem
[25] which can be solved using differential evolution. The equivalent discrete
optimal control of the budgetary problem can be written as follows:

Max J ¼ ∑T
k¼1

∑M
i¼1 Pi � Ci kð Þð Þ xi kþ 1ð Þ � xi kð Þ � ϕi ui kð Þð Þð Þ

h i

�φ u kð Þð Þ

0
B@

1
CA 1

1þ γð Þk�1

 !0
B@

1
CA

subjected to

xi kþ 1ð Þ ¼ xi kð Þ þ pi þ qi
xi kð Þ
Xi

� �
ui kð Þ þ αi u kð Þð Þ Xi � 1� gi

� �
xi kð Þ� �

, i ¼ 1, 2,…,M

∑T
k¼1 ∑M

i¼1 ϕi ui kð Þð Þð Þ þ φ u kð Þð Þ
� �

≤W0

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

(31)

The discretized version of the model is NP-hard; therefore, we use Lingo11 [26]
to solve the discrete formulation.

5. Numerical illustration

To validate the model formulation, we consider a case of a company that has to
find the optimal advertising policies for its consumer durable product. The com-
pany advertises at both national and regional levels of the market. To find the
advertising policy for four segments, the values of the parameters, price, and cost of
the product are given in Table 1.

S1 S2 S3 S4

Ni 279106.6 152460.1 97580.78 215868.5

pi 0.000766 0.001161 0.00138 0.000549

qi 0.137605 0.480576 0.540395 0.31362

αi 0.3 0.19 0.189 0.320568

gi 0.05 0.0265 0.0878 0.047644

κi (in ₹) 243,961 388,753 336,791 517,530

ε(in ₹) 1,153,922

Pi 400,000 440,000 420,000 450,000

Ci 340,000 370,000 340,000 390,000

Initial salesi 8969 8000 8000 8000

Table 1.
Parameters.
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The discrete optimal control problem developed in this chapter is solved using
differential evolution. Total promotional budget is assumed to be ₹ 3,000,000,000
which has to be allocated for mass market promotion and segment-specific promo-
tion in four segments of the market. The time horizon has been divided into 12
equal time periods. The number of market segments is four (i.e. M = 4). The
problem is coded in Lingo11 and solved.

Optimal allocation of promotional effort resources by solving each segment is
given in Table 2 for both mass and differentiated promotions, and the
corresponding sales is tabulated in Table 3.

Differentiated Mass

S1 S2 S3 S4

T1 13.61 2.14 5.16 1.00 12.62

T2 14.69 1.30 2.42 1.00 13.20

T3 14.71 1.57 5.61 1.09 14.13

T4 17.06 6.87 1.56 1.50 15.02

T5 7.56 2.07 6.03 1.00 15.91

T6 19.63 2.32 1.96 1.00 16.80

T7 10.02 2.56 2.16 1.00 17.67

T8 21.99 4.88 6.62 3.06 16.61

T9 11.17 3.01 2.54 1.32 19.35

T10 24.28 8.27 7.00 2.74 20.19

T11 13.54 3.43 2.90 3.11 21.01

T12 26.44 8.68 7.34 10.74 28.78

Table 2.
Optimal differentiated and mass promotional allocations (in units).

S1 S2 S3 S4

T1 8969 8000 8000 8000

T2 33,386 25,338 39,111 20,804

T3 112,850 64,724 105,406 52,397

T4 292,429 142,818 112,330 124,026

T5 296,492 201,723 98,941 235,744

T6 291,852 59,131 135,301 217,610

T7 297,762 157,208 35,605 235,055

T8 289,245 155,499 106,680 216,804

T9 305,967 158,657 108,227 241,642

T10 276,207 151,979 103,967 203,831

T11 345,626 178,184 121,081 263,316

T12 178,359 90,396 61,631 131,523

Table 3.
Optimal sales from potential market.
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Using optimal differentiated market promotional effort and mass market pro-
motional effort rates from above Eqs. (29) and (30), we can obtain the optimal sales
trajectories. Due to cumbersome analytical expression and an aim to illustrate the
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The discretized version of the model is NP-hard; therefore, we use Lingo11 [26]
to solve the discrete formulation.
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The discrete optimal control problem developed in this chapter is solved using
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In the above case, we have solved the discretized problem by taking differenti-
ated and mass promotional efforts as a linear function.

6. Conclusion

This chapter formulates an optimal control problem to find the optimal promo-
tional policies for a consumer durable product in a segmented market where the
sales are evolved through the combination of two promotion strategies: mass and
differentiated promotions. The sales include the first-time purchase and the repeat
purchases built through loyalty towards the product. Also to make the problem
more realistic, we take a total budget constraint. The objective is to maximize the
total profit through promotion. Maximum principle has been used to obtain the
solution of the proposed problem. After discretizing the problem with linear costs, a
numerical example has been solved using Lingo11 to illustrate the applicability of
the approach. The developed optimal control model can be further extended in
several ways. For instance, factors such as price, quality, and cost can be incorpo-
rated along with differentiated and mass market promotional effort expenditures.
Further this monopolistic model can also be extended to competitive duopolistic or
oligopolistic markets. Also the model can be extended to obtain optimal control
policies for two and/or more generations’ products in the market.
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Chapter 3

Integrated Batch Production and
Maintenance Scheduling to
Minimize Total Production and
Maintenance Costs with a
Common Due Date Constraint
Zahedi Zahedi

Abstract

This chapter discusses an integrated model of batch production and machine
maintenance scheduling on a single deteriorating machine and flow shop with a
deteriorating machine that produces an item to be delivered at a common due date.
The model describes the trade-off between production costs and maintenance costs
as the increase of production run length. The objective function of the model is to
minimize total cost consisting of in-process and complete inventory holding costs,
setup cost, preventive and corrective maintenance costs, and rework cost. The
problem is to determine the best production run length and maintenance actions
that minimize the total cost.

Keywords: batch production, maintenance scheduling, single item,
deteriorated machine

1. Introduction

The development of today’s manufacturing systems leads to a shorter product
life cycle, increasing product varieties and customer demand on the higher quality
and timeliness of delivery. Thus, the accuracy and speed of decision-making in the
manufacturing system become important.

A machining process industry gets many machining orders from its strategic
partner industries in large quantities. The manufacturer processes the order in con-
stant batch size that is set by production section. Meanwhile, Maintenance Section
performs machine maintenance only in case of machine failures (reactive mainte-
nance). Delay delivery order to consumers cannot be avoided if the maintenance
machine takes a long time and disrupts production activities, and this often happens.

Some root of the problem can be drawn from this description: first, the mainte-
nance has not implemented preventive maintenance system although the machine
failure data, the time interval between failures, and the cost of each failure are well
recorded. Second, the production section schedules batches in a constant size,
whereas according to [1–6], discussions about nonconstant batch sizes will provide
a better shop time. Third, the machine failure occurs when production is in
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whereas according to [1–6], discussions about nonconstant batch sizes will provide
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progress, so the machine failure interferes with the productivity of the shop floor.
These three issues indicate the independence between production scheduling, and
maintenance scheduling may result in the following conditions:

1. Production scheduling that does not take into consideration the maintenance
aspect will cause a machine to be continually operated even though the
machine should be maintained. If the maintenance is not conducted, it can
result in a breakdown machine during production activities that will certainly
interfere with productivity.

2.Maintenance schedule that does not take into account the production schedule
will cause a busy machine to be stopped for maintenance. This also disrupts the
pre-arranged production schedule.

2. Model construction

This section discusses how the model is constructed. The linkage between the
uncontrollable parameter and the model decision variable in achieving the best total
cost is discussed in the influence diagram for integrated batch production schedul-
ing and maintenance scheduling, input-output diagram for the models of batch
production and maintenance scheduling, construction of objective function, system
constraint, model and algorithm, and then a numerical experience to show how an
algorithm works to solve a problem.

2.1 Influence diagram for the model batch production and maintenance
scheduling

The integrated batch production and maintenance scheduling developed in this
chapter have total cost minimization criteria consisting of inventory holding cost,
setup cost, PM cost, CM cost, and rework cost for nonconforming part. In the
influence diagram Figure 1, the problem of integrated batch production and main-
tenance scheduling can be explained as follows. Demand, due date, and machine
performances are uncontrollable parameters. Demand and due date will affect
batch size (production schedule).

The machine performance will affect the estimated number of PM and number
of CM. In the model system, the number of PM and number of CM will affect each
other with the production schedule. The number of PM will affect each other with
the number of CM, where the increasing number of PM will cause the number of
CM to decrease and vice versa. The number of PM and CM also influences each
other for the number of nonconforming parts.

2.2 Input-output diagram for the models of batch production and maintenance
scheduling

The total cost consists of inventory holding costs, setup cost, PM cost, CM cost
and rework cost. The cost of inventory holding costs consists of the work in process
(wip) and the finished part of inventory holding costs. In-process inventory holding
cost is the cost of inventory for parts in batches during processing are calculated by
multiplying the number of parts in the batch by the waiting time for the batch to be
processed. The cost of the finished part is the inventory holding cost for parts in the
finished batch, calculated by multiplying the number of parts in the batch by unit
inventory holding cost for finished part as long as the time of waiting for the batch
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until the deadline d. The setup cost is calculated by multiplying the number of
scheduled batches by unit setup cost. The rework cost is calculated by multiplying
the number of nonconforming parts by unit rework cost. The PM cost is calculated
by multiplying the number of PM by unit PM cost, and the CM cost is calculated by
multiplying the number of CM by unit CM cost.

Figure 1.
Influence diagram for the model of batch production and maintenance scheduling.

Figure 2.
Input-output diagram for the models of batch production and maintenance scheduling.
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(wip) and the finished part of inventory holding costs. In-process inventory holding
cost is the cost of inventory for parts in batches during processing are calculated by
multiplying the number of parts in the batch by the waiting time for the batch to be
processed. The cost of the finished part is the inventory holding cost for parts in the
finished batch, calculated by multiplying the number of parts in the batch by unit
inventory holding cost for finished part as long as the time of waiting for the batch
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until the deadline d. The setup cost is calculated by multiplying the number of
scheduled batches by unit setup cost. The rework cost is calculated by multiplying
the number of nonconforming parts by unit rework cost. The PM cost is calculated
by multiplying the number of PM by unit PM cost, and the CM cost is calculated by
multiplying the number of CM by unit CM cost.
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The input-output diagram of the integrated batch production and maintenance
scheduling to minimize total cost is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the input parameters model: the number of parts scheduled, due
date, Weibull distribution function f(t), unit processing time, PM interval length,
inventory holding cost, rework cost, setup time between batches, and the probabil-
ity of nonconforming part on the machine in the status of in-control and out of
control. The output of the model are the size of batches and the schedule, PM
schedule, number of CM, and number of nonconforming parts.

The model will address trade-off issues on production costs and maintenance
costs, where production costs will consist of inventory holding costs (in-process and
finished part of inventory holding costs), setup cost, and rework cost for
nonconforming parts, while the maintenance cost consists of PM cost and CM cost.
The model will answer how the batch production and maintenance scheduled
minimize the total cost. Drawing influence diagram follows [7].

3. Integrated batch production and maintenance scheduling for single
item processed on a deteriorating machine with a due date

The modeling starts with an inventory holding cost for in-process and completed
batches, modeling of system constraints of the problem, model of the problem,
algorithm, and an example to show how the algorithm works to solve the model.

3.1 Inventory holding costs for in-process batch and completed batch

Holding cost concept is developed from [3]. Let q parts of an item be scheduled
by a minimization of total actual flow time criterion. The q parts are divided into N
batches L[i] (i = 1, 2, ..., N) where the sizes of each batch are Q[i](i = 1, 2, ..., N). If all
parts in a batch have been processed completely, then the batch is called as com-
pleted batch. If a batch is still containing any part not yet or being processed, it is
called as in-process batch.

In an assumption raw materials arrive just in the time when they are required,
i.e., in the beginning of a batch processing, the holding cost is only for in-processed
batch and completed batch. The formulation of holding cost is conducted for in-
process batch firstly and then for completed batch. The position of batch L[i] in a
single machine manufacturing system by a backward approach during a planning
horizon is shown in Figure 3.

An assumption for in-process batch is that parts in a batch shall wait in the batch
until all parts in the batch have already been processed. Therefore, in the interval

Figure 3.
Batch position in a single machine manufacturing system.
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(0,t) in the in-process batch L[i], there are Q[i] work-in-process parts (parts not yet
or being processed). In interval (t, 2 t) there are (Q[i]-1) work-in-process parts and l
finished part, until in interval ((Q[i]–1)t,Q[i]t), there are I work-in-process parts and
(Q[i]–1) finished parts.

The amount of holding cost for the finished part, designated f1, is as follows:

f 1 ¼ c1tþ c12tþ c13tþ…þ c1t Q i½ �–3
� �

þ c1t Q i½ �–2
� �

þ c1t Q i½ �–1
� �

:

The amount of holding cost for the in-process part, designated f1, is as follows:

f 2 ¼ c2tQ i½ � þ c2t Q i½ �–1
� �

þ c2t Q i½ �–2
� �

þ…þ c23tþ c22tþ c2t:

By summation f1 and f1, f2 and f2 in a reverse order, a simpler result is found, i.e.:

f1 ¼ c1
2

tQ i½ � Q i½ � � 1
� i

danf2 ¼ c2
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� �

Q i½ �
� i

:
hh

Then, the holding cost of ith in-process batch is the addition of f1 and f2, that is:
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Based on Eq. (1), the total holding cost of the in-process batch of all batches may
be written as follows:
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The holding cost of completed batch may be formulated as follows:
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(3)

Next, total holding cost (TolC) is computed by adding up the holding cost of in-
process batch in Eq. (2) and completed batch in Eq. (3) to yield Eq. (4).

ToIC ¼ c1 ∑
N�1

i¼1
∑
i

j¼1
tQ j½ � þ s
� �( )
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Q i½ �: (4)

The first term of Eq. (4) is total holding cost in completed batch, and the second
and third terms are the total holding cost, while the part is being processed in batch
(in-process batch) in one production run.
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The input-output diagram of the integrated batch production and maintenance
scheduling to minimize total cost is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the input parameters model: the number of parts scheduled, due
date, Weibull distribution function f(t), unit processing time, PM interval length,
inventory holding cost, rework cost, setup time between batches, and the probabil-
ity of nonconforming part on the machine in the status of in-control and out of
control. The output of the model are the size of batches and the schedule, PM
schedule, number of CM, and number of nonconforming parts.

The model will address trade-off issues on production costs and maintenance
costs, where production costs will consist of inventory holding costs (in-process and
finished part of inventory holding costs), setup cost, and rework cost for
nonconforming parts, while the maintenance cost consists of PM cost and CM cost.
The model will answer how the batch production and maintenance scheduled
minimize the total cost. Drawing influence diagram follows [7].

3. Integrated batch production and maintenance scheduling for single
item processed on a deteriorating machine with a due date

The modeling starts with an inventory holding cost for in-process and completed
batches, modeling of system constraints of the problem, model of the problem,
algorithm, and an example to show how the algorithm works to solve the model.

3.1 Inventory holding costs for in-process batch and completed batch

Holding cost concept is developed from [3]. Let q parts of an item be scheduled
by a minimization of total actual flow time criterion. The q parts are divided into N
batches L[i] (i = 1, 2, ..., N) where the sizes of each batch are Q[i](i = 1, 2, ..., N). If all
parts in a batch have been processed completely, then the batch is called as com-
pleted batch. If a batch is still containing any part not yet or being processed, it is
called as in-process batch.

In an assumption raw materials arrive just in the time when they are required,
i.e., in the beginning of a batch processing, the holding cost is only for in-processed
batch and completed batch. The formulation of holding cost is conducted for in-
process batch firstly and then for completed batch. The position of batch L[i] in a
single machine manufacturing system by a backward approach during a planning
horizon is shown in Figure 3.

An assumption for in-process batch is that parts in a batch shall wait in the batch
until all parts in the batch have already been processed. Therefore, in the interval
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(0,t) in the in-process batch L[i], there are Q[i] work-in-process parts (parts not yet
or being processed). In interval (t, 2 t) there are (Q[i]-1) work-in-process parts and l
finished part, until in interval ((Q[i]–1)t,Q[i]t), there are I work-in-process parts and
(Q[i]–1) finished parts.

The amount of holding cost for the finished part, designated f1, is as follows:

f 1 ¼ c1tþ c12tþ c13tþ…þ c1t Q i½ �–3
� �
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The holding cost of completed batch may be formulated as follows:
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Next, total holding cost (TolC) is computed by adding up the holding cost of in-
process batch in Eq. (2) and completed batch in Eq. (3) to yield Eq. (4).
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The first term of Eq. (4) is total holding cost in completed batch, and the second
and third terms are the total holding cost, while the part is being processed in batch
(in-process batch) in one production run.
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Eq. (4) and Figure 3 are to be developed into a formulation of holding cost for g
production run and PM interval inserted sequentially as shown in Figure 4.

By considering any changes taking place in each production run and total PM for
g production runs and g PM intervals, total holding cost will become Eq. (5).
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3.2 ROCOF function

Rate of occurrence of failures (ROCOF) is a concept that is useful in the modeling
of failures over time and the effect of PM (and CM) actions [8]. The ROCOF
characterizes the probability that a failure occurs in the interval [t,t + δt]. The
ROCOF is given by an intensity function

λ tð Þ ¼ lim
δt!0

P N tþ δtð Þ �N tð Þ≥ 1f g
δt

(6)

where N(t) is the number of failures in the interval [0,t). Since the probability of
two or more failures in the interval [t,t + δt] is zero as δt–›0, we have the intensity
function equal to the derivative of the conditional expected number of failures, so that

λ tð Þ ¼ d
dt

E N tð Þf g: (7)

When the failures are minimally repaired and the time to repair is negligible,
then ROCOF function λ tð Þ ¼ r tð Þ, the failure rate function. The cumulative ROCOF
function is given by

Λ tð Þ ¼
ðt

0

λ tð Þdt (8)

A ROCOF function that has been used extensively is the Weibull ROCOF. The
cumulative ROCOF (or the expected total number of failures) is given by the
function

Figure 4.
Batch position in a single machine manufacturing system.
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Λ tð Þ ¼ t
α

� �β
(9)

with scale parameter α and shape parameter β:
Let a system (machine) with a Weibull failure time distribution have a shape

parameter of β = 1.69 and a scale parameter α = 2,857.14, then, based on ROCOF
cumulative function, the first, the second, and so on estimated failure times that
could be written as follows can be found:

If Λ tð Þ ¼ t
α

� �β ¼ 1 then t = 2857.14. If Λ tð Þ ¼ t
α

� �β ¼ 2 then t = 4305.82.

If Λ tð Þ ¼ t
α

� �β ¼ 3 then t = 5473.33. If Λ tð Þ ¼ t
α

� �β ¼ 4 then t = 6489.03.
From the calculation above, the time interval between machine failure times can

be estimated, where the time between failures of a machine is diminishing over
time. It indicates that the machine has increasing failure rate distribution.

3.3 Estimation of nonconforming parts

This research developed a policy in that PM is carried out before an expected
first failure time based on cumulative ROCOF function. An example of a condition
for a case of two production runs and two PMs is shown in Figure 5. In the second
production run, there is no nonconforming part, because the out-of-control state
takes place in the first production run, so that the number of nonconforming parts
for k = 2 may be written as follows:

M2 ¼ p2 xnumber of parts processed in interval B N11½ � � sþ α;C 11½ �
� �

(10)

In the same way for g production runs and g PMs, the number of nonconforming
parts will always be of the same form, except if applied to k = 1, 2, …, g, so that

Mg ¼ p2 xnumber of parts processed in interval B N11½ � � sþ α;C 11½ �
� �

(11)

Under an assumption that the probability that the nonconforming part
processed under in-control state is p1 = 0, then the expected number of
nonconforming parts may be written as

E Mð Þ ¼ Mk, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (12)

so that the expected network cost may be computed by

E Wð Þ ¼ cwE Mð Þ (13)

Figure 5.
A condition for two production runs and two PMs.
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By considering any changes taking place in each production run and total PM for
g production runs and g PM intervals, total holding cost will become Eq. (5).
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3.4 Model formulation

In order to formulate the integrating batch production and maintenance sched-
uling into a mathematical model, we use following notations.

Parameters
t: unit processing time for a part
s: setup time required for any batch processed
c1: unit inventory holding cost for finished part per unit per time unit
c2: unit inventory holding cost for the work in process part per unit per time unit
cs: unit setup cost
cPM: unit preventive maintenance cost
cr: unit restoration cost (corrective cost)
cw: unit rework cost per part for nonconforming part
tPM: time interval for preventive maintenance (in constant assumption)
β: shape parameter for the Weibull distribution
α: scale parameter for the Weibull distribution
p1: probability of defect part on in-control state
p2: probability of defect part on out-of-control state
q: number of parts to be processed
d: an order delivery time (a common due date)

Decision variables
g: number of production run in model [SISM]
R: number of production run in algorithm [SISM]
L ikk½ �: batch scheduled at position i in the kth production run from due date

direction (backward approach), for ik = 1, 2, …, Nk, k = 1, 2, …, g
Q ikk½ �: batch size of L ikk½ �
N: possible total number of batch in a planning horizon
Nk: number of batch in kth production run, k = 1, 2, …, g
B ikk½ �: beginning time for batch L[ik]
C ikk½ �: completion time for batch L[ik]
BPM[k]: beginning time for kth PM
CPM[k]: completion time for kth PM

X ikk½ � ¼
1, ifQ ikk½ � 6¼ 0,

0, ifQ ikk½ � ¼ 0

(
, i = 1, 2, …, Nk, k = 1, 2, …, g

nCM: number of CM minimal repair (restoration)
R: total cost of CM (restoration)
M: number of nonconforming parts
Objective function TC: the total cost consisting of inventory cost in process and

complete inventory costs, setup cost, preventive and corrective maintenance cost,
and rework cost

The model has some assumptions in formulating the model, as follows:

1. This integrating model for single item processed on a single deteriorating
machine.

2. Setup time is not depending on the size of batches.

3. Batch position number and PM are counted from due date direction (backward
approach).
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4.The same load force for machine in setup time and in processing time.

5. The machine cannot be interrupted as long as production runs.

6.Batch size value is in real positive.

Using those defined notations and based on those assumptions, the integrating
batch production and maintenance scheduling to minimize production and mainte-
nance costs on a deteriorating machine in just in time environment (model [SISM])
can be expressed as mixed-integer nonlinear programming as follows:
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3.4 Model formulation
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β: shape parameter for the Weibull distribution
α: scale parameter for the Weibull distribution
p1: probability of defect part on in-control state
p2: probability of defect part on out-of-control state
q: number of parts to be processed
d: an order delivery time (a common due date)
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g: number of production run in model [SISM]
R: number of production run in algorithm [SISM]
L ikk½ �: batch scheduled at position i in the kth production run from due date

direction (backward approach), for ik = 1, 2, …, Nk, k = 1, 2, …, g
Q ikk½ �: batch size of L ikk½ �
N: possible total number of batch in a planning horizon
Nk: number of batch in kth production run, k = 1, 2, …, g
B ikk½ �: beginning time for batch L[ik]
C ikk½ �: completion time for batch L[ik]
BPM[k]: beginning time for kth PM
CPM[k]: completion time for kth PM

X ikk½ � ¼
1, ifQ ikk½ � 6¼ 0,

0, ifQ ikk½ � ¼ 0

(
, i = 1, 2, …, Nk, k = 1, 2, …, g

nCM: number of CM minimal repair (restoration)
R: total cost of CM (restoration)
M: number of nonconforming parts
Objective function TC: the total cost consisting of inventory cost in process and

complete inventory costs, setup cost, preventive and corrective maintenance cost,
and rework cost

The model has some assumptions in formulating the model, as follows:

1. This integrating model for single item processed on a single deteriorating
machine.

2. Setup time is not depending on the size of batches.

3. Batch position number and PM are counted from due date direction (backward
approach).
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4.The same load force for machine in setup time and in processing time.

5. The machine cannot be interrupted as long as production runs.

6.Batch size value is in real positive.

Using those defined notations and based on those assumptions, the integrating
batch production and maintenance scheduling to minimize production and mainte-
nance costs on a deteriorating machine in just in time environment (model [SISM])
can be expressed as mixed-integer nonlinear programming as follows:
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CPM 1½ � ¼ dþ tPM,

BPM k½ � ¼ B 1kk½ � þ tQ 1kk½ �, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g,

CPM k½ � ¼ BPM k½ � þ tPM, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (25)

N ¼ d� d
α

� �
tPM � tq
s

$ %
(26)

g ¼ tq=αd e (27)

X ikk½ � ¼
1, ifQ ikk½ � 6¼ 0,

0, ifQ ikk½ � ¼ 0
, ik ¼ 1, 2,…, Nk, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g

(
(28)

Q ikk½ � ≥0, ik ¼ 1, 2,…, Nk, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (29)

Q ikk½ � ≤X ikk½ �q, ik ¼ 1, 2,…, Nk, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (30)

Nk ≥ 1, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (31)

Eq. (14) declares an objective function to minimize total costs consisting of
inventory costs, setup cost, preventive maintenance cost, corrective maintenance
cost, and rework cost. Eq. (15) states the balance of the material in the shop, where
the number of parts in all batches must be equal to the number of parts that will be
scheduled. Eqs. (16) and (17) state the beginning time of each batch on the first run
and the next runs, respectively. All batches are scheduled tight to a common due date
d sequentially. Eqs. (18) and (19) state the length of first run and the next runs,
respectively. Eq. (20) states the estimation of nonconforming parts for each run.
Eqs. (21) and (22) state the estimation of total nonconforming parts and total rework
cost for nonconforming parts, respectively. Eqs. (23) and (24) state the possible
number of CM action with cumulative Weibull ROCOF and the expected cost of CM
action, respectively. Eq. (25) represents a set of constraints for the beginning and the
next of the PM times, with the assumption that first PM in schedule or the last PM in
processing (backward approach) after all batches has been completed at a common
due date d to ensure the machine in as good as new condition for the next order.
Eq. (26) states the possible number of batches in a planning horizon. Eq. (27) states
the possible number of production runs in a planning horizon. Equation (28) states a
binary constraint that each batch will have: X ikk½ � ¼ 1 for non-empty batches and
X ikk½ � ¼ 0 for empty batches. Eq. (29) states non-negativity of batch size. Eq. (30)
states batch size less or equal with all parts that will be scheduled. Eq. (31) states the
existence of the number of batches in each run.

3.5 Algorithm

The algorithm developed begins with problem solving without involving resto-
ration cost (CM) and rework cost for nonconforming parts or without the con-
straints of Eqs. (20)–(24). It begins with one batch in one production run with one
PM. After having obtained a production schedule, estimate the number of
nonconforming parts by Eq. (20) and the number of restoration (CM) by Eq. (23).
Next, compute estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by
Eq. (24), and then compute total cost. This step is done for two batches until an
increased total cost is found. Write the best total cost for one production run and
one PM. This process is carried out for two production runs with two PMs until the
best total cost is found for two production runs with two PMs. Continue the process
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up to g production runs with g PMs. The best algorithm solution is the minimization
of all the best total costs for k = 1, 2, …, g. Then, write all decision variables of single
item single machine integration problem. Single item single machine integration
problem algorithm fully is as SISM algorithm.

Algorithm [SISM]
Step-1. Set the length of the first failure time interval after PM as α. Go to Step -2.
Step-2. A problem is said as feasible if and only if the total time of process with
one setup doesn’t exceed the due date of delivering d, otherwise the problem is
unfeasible for a model or if s + tq ≤ d then the problem is feasible; continue to
Step-3. If s + tq> d, the problem is unfeasible, stop.
Step-3. Compute g by Eq. (27), and set Nk = Nb c, being computed by Eq. (26),
k = 1, 2,…, g. Go to Step-4.
Step-4. For R = 1, 2, …, g. Go to Step-5.
Step-5. Set R = 1. Go to Step-6.
Step-6. Set g = R. Go to Step-7.
Step-7. Substitute the values of g, Nk, p, q, t, s, d, tPM into the model and set Set
X ikk½ �= 1 for ik=1 and k=1 dan set X ikk½ �= 0 for other ik and k. Go to Step-8.
Step-8. Solve SISM Model without the constraint of Eqs. (20)-(24). Compute
estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by Eq. (24),
and compute a total cost to find TC, write TC 111½ �= TC. Go to Step-9.
Step-9. Set k = 1. Go to Step-10.
Step-10. Set ik = 2. Go to Step-11.
Step-11. Set X jlk½ �= 1 for jl=1,2,…,ik and l = 1,2,…,k, and X jlk½ �= 0 otherwise.

Go to Step-12.
Step-12. Solve SISM Model without the constraint of Eqs. (20)-(24). Compute
estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by Eq. (24),
and compute a total cost to find TC, write TC ikk½ � = TC. Go to Step-13.
Step-13. Observe whether TC ikk½ �<TC i�1ð Þkk½ �,
- If TC ikk½ �<TC i�1ð Þkk½ �, observe whether ik=Nk,

- If ik=Nk, go to Step -14.
- If ik 6¼ Nk, set ik = ik + 1, go back to Step-11.

- If TC ikk½ �≥ TC i�1ð Þkk½ �, write TC[k]*=TC i�1ð Þkk½ �
and writeall of TC[k]* -related decision

variables, go to Step-15.
Step-14. Write TC[k]*= TC ikk½ �and writeall of TC*-related

decisionvariables, go to Step-15.
Step-15. Observe whether k = g,

- if k = g, go to Step-21.
- if k 6¼ g, go to Step-16.

Step-16. Set k = k + 1, go to Step-17.
Step-17. Set ik= 2, go to Step-18.
Step-18. Set X jll½ �= 1 for jl= 1,2,…, ik and l = 1,2,…,k+1, and setX jll½ �= 0 for other jl, l.

Go to Step-19.
Step-19. Solve SISM Model without the constraint of Eqs. (20)-(24). Compute
estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by Eq. (24),
and compute a total cost to find TC, write TC[i(k+1)] = TC. Go to Step-20.
Step-20. Observe whether TC i kþ1ð Þ kþ1ð Þ½ �<TC[k]*,

- If TC i kþ1ð Þ kþ1ð Þ½ �< TC[k]*, Set i = i + 1, go back to Step-11.

- If TC i kþ1ð Þ kþ1ð Þ½ �≥ TC[k]*, observe whether k = g,

- If k = g, go to Step-21.
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CPM 1½ � ¼ dþ tPM,
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Q ikk½ � ≤X ikk½ �q, ik ¼ 1, 2,…, Nk, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (30)

Nk ≥ 1, k ¼ 1, 2,…, g (31)

Eq. (14) declares an objective function to minimize total costs consisting of
inventory costs, setup cost, preventive maintenance cost, corrective maintenance
cost, and rework cost. Eq. (15) states the balance of the material in the shop, where
the number of parts in all batches must be equal to the number of parts that will be
scheduled. Eqs. (16) and (17) state the beginning time of each batch on the first run
and the next runs, respectively. All batches are scheduled tight to a common due date
d sequentially. Eqs. (18) and (19) state the length of first run and the next runs,
respectively. Eq. (20) states the estimation of nonconforming parts for each run.
Eqs. (21) and (22) state the estimation of total nonconforming parts and total rework
cost for nonconforming parts, respectively. Eqs. (23) and (24) state the possible
number of CM action with cumulative Weibull ROCOF and the expected cost of CM
action, respectively. Eq. (25) represents a set of constraints for the beginning and the
next of the PM times, with the assumption that first PM in schedule or the last PM in
processing (backward approach) after all batches has been completed at a common
due date d to ensure the machine in as good as new condition for the next order.
Eq. (26) states the possible number of batches in a planning horizon. Eq. (27) states
the possible number of production runs in a planning horizon. Equation (28) states a
binary constraint that each batch will have: X ikk½ � ¼ 1 for non-empty batches and
X ikk½ � ¼ 0 for empty batches. Eq. (29) states non-negativity of batch size. Eq. (30)
states batch size less or equal with all parts that will be scheduled. Eq. (31) states the
existence of the number of batches in each run.

3.5 Algorithm

The algorithm developed begins with problem solving without involving resto-
ration cost (CM) and rework cost for nonconforming parts or without the con-
straints of Eqs. (20)–(24). It begins with one batch in one production run with one
PM. After having obtained a production schedule, estimate the number of
nonconforming parts by Eq. (20) and the number of restoration (CM) by Eq. (23).
Next, compute estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by
Eq. (24), and then compute total cost. This step is done for two batches until an
increased total cost is found. Write the best total cost for one production run and
one PM. This process is carried out for two production runs with two PMs until the
best total cost is found for two production runs with two PMs. Continue the process
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up to g production runs with g PMs. The best algorithm solution is the minimization
of all the best total costs for k = 1, 2, …, g. Then, write all decision variables of single
item single machine integration problem. Single item single machine integration
problem algorithm fully is as SISM algorithm.

Algorithm [SISM]
Step-1. Set the length of the first failure time interval after PM as α. Go to Step -2.
Step-2. A problem is said as feasible if and only if the total time of process with
one setup doesn’t exceed the due date of delivering d, otherwise the problem is
unfeasible for a model or if s + tq ≤ d then the problem is feasible; continue to
Step-3. If s + tq> d, the problem is unfeasible, stop.
Step-3. Compute g by Eq. (27), and set Nk = Nb c, being computed by Eq. (26),
k = 1, 2,…, g. Go to Step-4.
Step-4. For R = 1, 2, …, g. Go to Step-5.
Step-5. Set R = 1. Go to Step-6.
Step-6. Set g = R. Go to Step-7.
Step-7. Substitute the values of g, Nk, p, q, t, s, d, tPM into the model and set Set
X ikk½ �= 1 for ik=1 and k=1 dan set X ikk½ �= 0 for other ik and k. Go to Step-8.
Step-8. Solve SISM Model without the constraint of Eqs. (20)-(24). Compute
estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by Eq. (24),
and compute a total cost to find TC, write TC 111½ �= TC. Go to Step-9.
Step-9. Set k = 1. Go to Step-10.
Step-10. Set ik = 2. Go to Step-11.
Step-11. Set X jlk½ �= 1 for jl=1,2,…,ik and l = 1,2,…,k, and X jlk½ �= 0 otherwise.

Go to Step-12.
Step-12. Solve SISM Model without the constraint of Eqs. (20)-(24). Compute
estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by Eq. (24),
and compute a total cost to find TC, write TC ikk½ � = TC. Go to Step-13.
Step-13. Observe whether TC ikk½ �<TC i�1ð Þkk½ �,
- If TC ikk½ �<TC i�1ð Þkk½ �, observe whether ik=Nk,

- If ik=Nk, go to Step -14.
- If ik 6¼ Nk, set ik = ik + 1, go back to Step-11.

- If TC ikk½ �≥ TC i�1ð Þkk½ �, write TC[k]*=TC i�1ð Þkk½ �
and writeall of TC[k]* -related decision

variables, go to Step-15.
Step-14. Write TC[k]*= TC ikk½ �and writeall of TC*-related

decisionvariables, go to Step-15.
Step-15. Observe whether k = g,

- if k = g, go to Step-21.
- if k 6¼ g, go to Step-16.

Step-16. Set k = k + 1, go to Step-17.
Step-17. Set ik= 2, go to Step-18.
Step-18. Set X jll½ �= 1 for jl= 1,2,…, ik and l = 1,2,…,k+1, and setX jll½ �= 0 for other jl, l.

Go to Step-19.
Step-19. Solve SISM Model without the constraint of Eqs. (20)-(24). Compute
estimated rework cost by Eq. (22) and estimated restoration cost by Eq. (24),
and compute a total cost to find TC, write TC[i(k+1)] = TC. Go to Step-20.
Step-20. Observe whether TC i kþ1ð Þ kþ1ð Þ½ �<TC[k]*,

- If TC i kþ1ð Þ kþ1ð Þ½ �< TC[k]*, Set i = i + 1, go back to Step-11.

- If TC i kþ1ð Þ kþ1ð Þ½ �≥ TC[k]*, observe whether k = g,

- If k = g, go to Step-21.
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- If k 6¼ g,, Set k = k + 1, go back to Step-10.
Step-21. Write TC[R] = TC[k]*, R = 1, 2, …, g. Go to Step 22.
Step 22. Observe whether R = g

- If R = g. Go to Step 23.
- If R 6¼ g., Set R = R +1, go back to Step-6.

Step 23. Write {TC[R], R = 1, 2, …, g}.
Step-24. The minimal solution is

Min {TC[R], R = 1, 2, …, g}. Go to Step-25.
Step-25. Write all values of decision variables.

3.6 Numerical experience

To clarify how the proposed algorithm works, the following example is given.
Consider an integrating problem with parameters as follows: number of parts
q = 300 units, the setup time between batches s = 30 min, unit processing time of
part t = 20 min, the length of the preventive maintenance time tPM = 60 min = 1/μ
(constant), the shape parameter of Weibull distribution β = 1.69, and scale param-
eter α = 2857.14, constant repair rate μ = 1/60, common due date d = 10000.00, the
unit inventory holding cost of finished parts c1 = US$ 0.20 per unit per minute, the
unit inventory holding cost of in-process parts c2 = US$ 0.10 per unit per minute,
the unit cost of PM cPM = US$ 30.00, unit setup cost cs = US$ 3.00, probability of
defect part on in-control state p1 = 0.00, probability of defect part on out-of-control
state p2 = 0.30, unit rework cost per unit part for nonconforming parts cw = US
$100.00, and unit corrective maintenance cost cr = US$ 120.00.

The computational steps to solve the problem are the followings.
Step-1. Yields α = 2,857.14.
Step-2. Yields 30 + 20 x 300 = 6,030.00 ≤10,000.00 is met, then the problem is
feasible.
Step-3.Yields g = 3 and Nk = 125, k = 1, 2, 3.
Step-4. Yields R = 1, 2, 3.
Step-5 to Step-21, for R = 1, yield the best solution TC[1]* = 201,313.00.
1st looping
Step-5 to Step-21, for R = 2, yield the best solution TC[2]* = 201,124.80.
2nd looping
Step-5 to Step-21, for R = 3, yield the best solution TC[3]* = 201,158.80.
Step-23. Yields a set of the best solutions for R = 1, 2, 3 as a set of {TC[1]*,TC[2]*,
TC[3]*} = {201,313.00, 201,124.80, 201,158.80}.
Step-24. Yields a minimal TC = min {201,313.00, 201,124.80, 201,158.80} =
201,124.80 that occurs in two production runs with two PMs.
Step-25. Yield the complete solution as shown in Table 1 and Figure 6.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter proposes a model of integrating batch scheduling and maintenance
scheduling by criterion of minimization in holding cost, setup cost, PM cost, rework
cost, and restoration cost (CM). The criterion of scheduling used is the minimiza-
tion of the total actual flow time. The first preventive maintenance (PM) scheduling
policy (from the direction of due date) is made precisely on due date. The second
PM and so on would be done before the time of first deterioration according to
Weibull ROCOF cumulative function.

In the model developed, searching for a solution begins with problem resolving
without involving restoration cost (CM) and rework cost for nonconforming part. It
begins with one batch in one production run and one PM. After finding a
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production schedule, estimate the number of nonconforming parts and total resto-
ration (CM). Next, compute estimated rework cost and estimated restoration cost,
and then compute total cost. This step is done for two batches and so on until an
increase on total cost is found. Write the best total cost for one production run and
one PM. This process is carried out for two production runs with two PMs until the
best total cost is found for two production runs with two PMs. Continue the process
until g production runs with g PMs. The best solution of algorithm is a minimization
of all of the best total cost for k = 1, 2, …, g.

The model makes a trade-off in the following two things. An increase in the
number of batch (length of production run) up to a certain limit will minimize the

L ikk½ � Q ikk½ � B ikk½ � BPM[k] CPM[k] TC[2]*

L 111½ � 42.46 9150.77 BPM[1] = 10000.00 CPM[1] = 10060.00 201124.80

L 211½ � 39.46 8331.54

L 311½ � 36.46 7572.31

L 411½ � 33.46 6873.08

L 511½ � 30.46 6233.85

L 611½ � 27.46 5654.62

L 711½ � 24.46 5135.39

L 811½ � 21.46 4676.15

L 911½ � 18.46 4276.92

L 1011½ � 15.46 3937.69 BPM[2] = 3847.69 CPM[2] = 3907.69

L 122½ � 6.46 3718.46

L 222½ � 3.46 3619.23

L 322½ � 0.46 3580.00

Table 1.
Best schedule for the example.

Figure 6.
Gantt chart of the best solution for the example.
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- If k 6¼ g,, Set k = k + 1, go back to Step-10.
Step-21. Write TC[R] = TC[k]*, R = 1, 2, …, g. Go to Step 22.
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total inventory holding cost. Meanwhile, an increase in the length of production run
will imply on an increase in the number of nonconforming parts and in a number of
restoration (CM).

For readers who want to learn more about the integration of batch production
and machine maintenance scheduling, they can read Zahedi et al. [4–6].

3.8 Exercises

Try the next cases to understand the method that was developed at this chapter.

1. Let four jobs from single item with job size 25 parts with processing time
500 min. The other parameters of this problem are the same as the problem
above. Schedule the jobs with minimization total cost criteria.

2. Let four jobs from single item consist of Job 1 = 40 parts (800 min), Job 2 = 30
parts (600 min), Job 3 = 20 parts (400 min), Job 4 = 10 parts (200 min), and
due date d = 3000, and the other parameters of this problem are the same as
the problem above. Schedule the jobs with minimization total cost criteria
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Chapter 4

Special Issues of Ensuring
Electrical Safety in Networks with
Isolated Neutral Voltage up to
1000 V at Mining Enterprises
Bolatbek Utegulov

Abstract

In the practice of operating mining machines and complexes, there are no
effective ways to monitor the state of insulation and protect a person from electric
shock in a network with voltages up to 1000 V. There is a risk of electric shock with
a fatal outcome for personnel. Consequently, the issue of development of methods
for monitoring the state of insulation and protection against electric shock in a
network up to 1000 V for mining machines and complexes is relevant and urgent.
The existing protection of a person from electric shock effectively works provided
that the total insulation resistance is commensurate with the capacitive insulation
resistance of the phases of the electrical network relative to the ground. But, at
mining enterprises, a violation of ratio takes place between the total and capacitive
insulation resistance of the network, which leads to failure of the protection against
electric shock. Therefore, to ensure electrical safety criteria when operation of
electrical installations in the network is up to 1000 V, it is necessary to consider the
insulation condition and the technical capabilities of available protection against
electric shock in a complex.

Keywords: current, voltage, neutral, insulation, network, resistance

1. Introduction

The implementation of modern technological processes in quarries, which are
directly related to the growth of unit capacity of stripping and mining machines, is
making increasingly stringent requirements to ensure the safety and security of the
operation of electrical system [1, 2].

However, the increase in the length of electrical networks,which feed stripping and
miningmachines, increases the likelihood of single-phase ground fault, which, as a
rule, is themain cause of the interruption of power supply. Relay protection and
automation actions allowmaintaining the continuity of power supply only if it is
possible to control periodic insulation parametersmains phases with respect to ground.

Among the range of issues related to ensuring security of supply of electric
power-electrified mining equipment and the safety of its operation, there is a
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development of methodology for determining the insulation parameters, which
occupies a special place, as the results of the method used are derived from the main
provisions of organizational and technical measures that promote a culture of ser-
vice of the internal power supply of mining enterprises. The importance of devel-
oping the method to determine the insulation value is also determined by the fact
that it can be used in other industries where there is three-phase electrical network
with isolated neutral with voltages up to and above 1000 V.

For experimental studies of the state of insulation of three-phase electrical
networks with isolated neutral with voltages up to and above 1000 V, a number of
methods were proposed [1–9], taking into account the inherent specific character-
istics in the internal power supply of open-cast mining. For the insulation parame-
ters measuring methods, a number of requirements are presented, namely:

1.Measurements should be carried out without interruption in the supply of
electricity to consumers.

2. The process of measurement should not cause damage to the insulation of
electrical networks and electrical accidents.

3. The measurements must be carried out using a small amount of electrical
equipment and appliances.

4.Execution of determining the insulation parameters should be safe both for
researchers and for personnel servicing electrical systems.

5.Measurements of baseline values should be sufficiently accurate and if possible
have a short duration of works on measurement.

6.Accuracy of the method must not exceed 10%.

Based on the analysis of existing methods [1, 2], considering the aforementioned
requirements for experimental research of insulation parameters of three-phase
electrical networks with isolated neutral, it was concluded that the methods devel-
oped earlier are not fully met the essential requirements. Therefore, at present, in
mines, previously proposed methods were not used as a primary means of preven-
tion, ensuring uninterrupted power supply and operational safety of electrical
installations.

In this regard, there are problems of further improvement of means of control-
ling insulation parameters of electrical networks in conjunction with the imple-
mentation of preventive measures and periodic measurements in different
operating conditions. The method of determining the phase insulation parameters
to earth of electrical networks must not affect the operation of the electricity
system, and the calculation of insulation parameters must contain a minimum of
computation.

In practice of operation of electrical networks with isolated neutral with voltage
up to 1000 V and above, it is necessary to know the value of the insulation param-
eters by which the organizational and technical measures are developed to ensure
the safety and security of the electricity supply of mining enterprises.

One of the most important issues in the mining industry is the problem of
increasing the reliability of power supply systems and reduced level of electrical
safety for electrical installations in mines. This condition is associated with physical
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obsolescence of much of the equipment. Intensive increase in productivity mining
leads to complication of the network configuration, which significantly affects the
state of electrical networks, reducing the reliability of their operation. At the same
time, there is an increase in the number of damages in electrical networks, which
are the major causes of wear and the aging network isolation [9].

During coal mining, open-pit mining machines and equipment operate in harsh
conditions, which are caused by the constant movement of the front of the mining
operations, vibration, dust, and climate-meteorological conditions. This leads to the
fact that during operation, the electrical insulation is subjected to a change in the
electrical network, changing the properties of the electrical insulating materials.
This fact affects the decrease of electrical resistance and electric strength [10].

The main factors of aging of the insulation are operating voltage, transient
increase in the voltage at the external and internal overvoltages, oxidation processes
caused by the ionization of air and leading to the development of a surface dis-
charge, mechanical effects, bulk and surface contamination, heating, and humidifi-
cation, influencing the quality of the voltage caused by the use of controlled
semiconductor converters. Mining machines’ component failure occurs due to
changes in the nominal loads; data equipment failures may lead to production
downtime [11].

The aforementioned factors intensify the process of reducing the insulation
resistance phase of electrical network with respect to earth in coal extraction.
Reduced insulation resistance phase electrical network with respect to earth
increases the likelihood of the emergency operating modes of the operation of
electrical installations, which may be a consequence of electric shocks to persons.
With the exception of electric shock, it is necessary to ensure a high level of
insulation in a network with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V, through
activities related to the systematic and effective control of the condition of insula-
tion. This is one of the main areas to ensure electrical safety in the specific condi-
tions in the development of coal deposits in an open way [12].

According to the “safety regulations for electrical installations,” what is required
is the mandatory application of the automatic control of insulation with the action
off, with periodic measurements of insulation resistance phase of electrical network
with respect to earth in electrical installations up to 1000 V [13, 14].

In the development of coal deposits, there is a growing number of electric shocks
mainly due to the weak formulation of organizational and technical measures for
inspection, repair, and the condition of insulation in electrical networks and elec-
trical equipment. Timely determination of the degree of the deterioration of the
insulation can prevent equipment failure [15]. It should be noted that the opera-
tional personnel rely on protection against current leakage, which in the operation
of electrical networks and electrical equipment may be damaged or artificially out
of operation.

Great contributions to the definition of criteria for electrical scientists have been
made by the Moscow State Mining Academy, University of California, Georgia
State University. One criterion for electrical safety in emergency operation is the
limit value of the current flowing through the human body Ih = 6.0 mA, with
the contact voltage Uc = 20.0 V with the duration of the current flowing through the
human body t > 1.0 s, with the main frequency f = 50 Hz, a three-phase network
with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V [16].

In general, the analysis of research into condition of insulations and single-phase
ground fault current showed that used residual current devices (RCDs) in under-
ground coal mining and mining meet the criteria for electro security under normal
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and emergency operating modes in a three-phase network with isolated neutral
voltages up to 1000 V.

In excavator mining, the electrical network voltage up to 1000 V does not
contain lines more than 10 m long, and therefore, the data network is similar to the
networks of electric arc furnaces, which are called short. Studies on the condition of
insulations in the development of coal deposits and mining open pits in short
networks up to 1000 V on excavators are not sufficient to be produced. Installed
residual current devices in short networks up to 1000 V excavators have not been
studied in relation to the criteria for electric normal and emergency operating
modes [17].

Studying the technical parameters of the residual current devices for compliance
with electrical safety criteria of normal and emergency operating modes in the
three-phase electrical short network with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V is
necessary to research the condition of insulation.

The practice of electrical networks up to 1000 V in the development of coal
deposits in the enterprise shows a lack of insulation resistance measurement tech-
niques, and if so, then the insulation resistance measurement is made, usually very
irregularly with large errors. The most widely used method to measure is found by
applying the insulation resistance of the measuring device Megger [1].

It should be noted that the results of the measurements of Megger providing
“electric installation code” (EIC) [18] and “rules of technical operation of electrical
installations” do not correspond to the real values of the insulation resistance of the
network, since the measurements are made in the absence of a working line voltage
and disconnected power consumers [19].

Using a Megger measure at low values of insulation resistance in the electrical
network and disconnected power consumers allows damage to be established qual-
itatively. It follows that the use of Megger as a means to assess the conditions of
electrical safety for electrical installations is insufficient, since it is impossible to
determine the resistance, reactance, and impedance of phase insulation of electrical
network with respect to earth under the working voltage [1].

According to the EIC, the rate on the insulation resistance shall not be less
than �0.5 MOhm ohmic resistance in the individual circuit element and the
electrical network appliance. It is not possible to assess the state of the insulation as
a whole. Therefore, the norm EIC relative to �0.5 MW ohmic resistance cannot be
accepted as a criterion for operational insulation monitoring conditions and,
therefore, as a measure of electrical safety, since from the point of view of safety
production work on electrical impedes an evaluation of the insulation and its
components [18].

On the basis of the foregoing information, the main task of studying the state of
electrical insulation in the development of coal deposits’ open method is to deter-
mine the main parameters of the insulation of the electrical networks up to 1000 V
and to identify factors influencing the state of insulation in conditions of single and
bucket wheel excavators and drilling rigs.

Mining companies are currently equipped with high-electrified mining
machines that provide high productivity. These companies are heavy consumers
of electricity. The power of the electrical installations in the modern excavators
reaches 20 MW or more and can be compared with the power of a large industrial
company. Indeed, in these companies, reliable and continuous power supply to
the electrical receiver depends largely on the condition of the electrical equipment
in operation, as well as the intensity of the electrical damage and electrical
networks [20].
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Frequent movement of flexible cables supplying mobile mining machines
leads to mechanical deformation and damage. Thus, attendants are at risk of
sustaining electric shocks as they work with cable, electrical equipment, and the
metal structure. The number of electrical shocks in an electrical installation is in
direct proportion to the frequency of damage to electrical equipment. In this
way, more than 80% of electrical shocks are related to direct contact between a
man and current-carrying parts, while 3–10% are related to contact between the
enclosures of electrical equipment at the time of the existence of single phase-to-
earth fault [21].

According to the mine works regulations, safety shutdown is obligatory at min-
ing enterprises. Safety shutdown is fast-operating protection, which automatically
switches off the electric equipment under 1000 V when the risk of electric shock is
present [22]. This hazard can occur as a result of case-to-phase fault, reduction of
phase-to-ground insulation resistance below a certain value, and live-line bare-hand
touching [23]. In such cases, residual current devices provide rapid shutdown of the
power section. The response time of modern residual current devices (RCDs) does
not exceed the time of let-go current supply [24].

To a large extent, the reliability of the electric equipment and the safety of its
services depend on the condition of the insulation of live parts of electric equipment
[25]. Insulation damage is the major source of accidents and the cause of many
electrical shocks with differing levels of severity, as well as fatalities. Insulation
monitoring in electrical networks with insulated neutral under 1000 V at mining
enterprises is carried out using automatic insulation monitoring devices, such as
AIMD-380s, mining protection devices, such as MPD, devices to protect networks
from leakage with automatic compensation of capacitive component of leakage
current (e.g., PDAC-380), and insulation monitoring devices A-ISOMETER of
IRDH575 (Bender) series as well as a number of others.

Automatic insulation monitoring devices are designed to protect people from
electric shocks, continuously monitor insulation resistance, and cut off three-phase
electric networks with isolated neutral of 50 Hz alternating current in the case of
resistance reduction between their phases and earth up to dangerous level. Auto-
matic compensation of the capacitive component of leakage current is used in
leakage current protection devices like PDAC, unlike automatic insulation moni-
toring devices, such as AIMD [26].

On excavators of mining, enterprises use residual current devices such as
AIMD, which are designed for mine electric networks, that is, for deep mining.
Mine electric networks under 1000 V contain long-distance cable lines, where
total admittance of insulation measures is much like capacity admittance of
network insulation and active admittance of isolation is lower than total and
capacity admittance of isolation. As such, in mine networks, the current in single
phase-to-earth fault exceeds the current of the RCD set point. This provides
people with effective protection from electric shocks. The effectiveness of RCD
in mine electrical networks under 1000 V is shown in the work of professor
Manoilov [27].

In the mining industry, it is not uncommon for people to receive electric shocks
during maintenance work of excavators and drill-rings when extracting minerals.
There are, as yet, no causal inferences of RCD ineffectiveness to protect people
from electric shocks during operation of excavators and drill-rings. In order to
improve the efficiency of residual current devices, research should be conducted on
the condition of insulation in three-phase electric networks with isolated neutral
under 1000 V on the excavator.
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2. The method of determining the insulation parameters in three-phase
electrical networks with isolated neutral with voltages up to and
above 1000 V

2.1 Introduction

One of the factors of electric shock is the weakening of insulation condition of a
three-phase electrical network with insulated neutral voltages up to and above
1000 V. In order to ensure the increase of efficiency of the power supply system, it
is necessary to develop a method of determining the parameters of isolation under
operating voltage. Under the effectiveness, we accept ensuring growth of electrical
safety and reliability in the operation of electrical installations with voltage up to
and above 1000 V. The known [1] method of determining the parameters of
isolation, “Ammeter-voltmeter” is a classical method, as it provides a satisfactory
accuracy of the unknown quantities, but it does not ensure work safety in electrical
installations production works and reduces the reliability of power supply of indus-
trial machinery and equipment. Reduction of electrical installations work reliability
and level of electrical safety in the operation of three-phase power networks up to
and above 1000 V determined that by using the method “Ammeter-voltmeter,” it is
necessary to make the metal circuit of a mains phase to earth and measure the total
current single-phase fault ground. Since during a metal closure of any phase to earth
phase, voltage of the two other phases of the mains with respect to the ground
reaches linear values and can thus lead to a short circuit in a multi-phase mains
operated, which determines the reliability of power decrease in production
machinery. A reduction in electrical safety determined by that in the metal closure
of any phase of electrical network and ground, contact voltage, and step voltage will
have the maximum value, and thereby provides maximum increase the probability
electric shock to persons.

2.2 Method for determining the insulation parameters in an electrical network
with insulated neutral

The method presented in the work [6] of determining the insulation parameters
in three-phase electrical network with insulated neutral voltages above 1000 V,
based on the measurement values of the modules of the line voltage, zero sequence
voltage, and phase voltage with respect to ground when connected known active
extra conduction between electrical network of the measured phase and ground,
has a significant error. A significant error determined by that in determining the
insulation parameters using the value of zero sequence voltage module, and thus, it
is necessary to use a voltage transformer windings, allowing to allocate the residual
voltage.

On the basis of the foregoing methods for determining the insulation parameters
in three-phase mains with insulated neutral voltages up to and above 1000 V, which
provides a satisfactory accuracy of the unknown quantities by eliminating the
measurement of the modulus of the residual voltage, the operational safety of
electrical installations, and the reliability of the electricity system, in connection
excluding the measurements of the total current of the module for single-phase
earth fault between a mains phase with respect to ground.

A method for determining the insulation parameters in three-phase balanced
networks with voltage up to and above 1000 V, based on the measurement values of
the modules of the line voltage, the phase voltages A and C relative to the ground
after connecting additional active conductivity between the phase A and the mains
ground was developed.
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As a result of the measurement values of the modules of the line voltage and
phase voltage C and A with respect to the ground, taking into account the magni-
tude of the additional active conductivity by mathematical formulas, the following
are defined:

• the total conductance of network insulation

y ¼ 1:73UlUА

U2
C‐U2

A
go, (1)

• the active conductance of network insulation

g ¼ 3U2
l U2

l � 3U2
A

� �

U2
C �U2

A

� �2 � 1

 !
0:5go, (2)

• capacitive conductance of network insulation

b ¼ y2 � g2
� �0:5

, (3)

where Ul is the line voltage; UА is the A phase voltage with respect to the
ground; UС is C the phase voltage with respect to the ground; and go is the addi-
tional active conductance.

The method developed in the implementation does not require the creation of a
special measuring device, since the measuring devices, that is, voltmeters, available
in the service manual. The PE-200 resistance is used as an active additional con-
ductivity with R = 1000 Ohms, where by means of parallel and serial connection
provides the required power dissipation. To switch, the active standby is used more
conductivity cell load switch.

The developed method provides satisfactory accuracy and is simple and safe in
its implementation in the three-phase electrical networks with isolated neutral
voltages up to and above 1000 V.

2.3 Analysis of error of method determining the insulation parameters in an
electrical network with isolated neutral

The obtained mathematical dependences for determining the total and active
conductance of electrical network insulation provide easy and safe work of electri-
cal installations with voltage up to and above 1000 V.

Error analysis of the developed method for determining the insulation parame-
ters in symmetrical three-phase electrical networks with isolated neutral which is
based on measurement of unit line voltage, phase voltage C and A relative to the
earth, after the active connection of additional conduction between phase A and the
electric network and earth is performed.

To improve the efficiency of the developed method for determining the param-
eters of isolation in a symmetrical three-phase network with isolated neutral, based
on error analysis, for each specific network, additional active conductivity is
selected, in order to ensure satisfactory accuracy of required quantities.

Random relative error in determining the total conductivity of insulation and its
components in three-phase balanced networks with voltage up to and beyond 1000,
based on the measurement values of the modules of the line voltage, phase voltage
C and A with respect to the ground, after connecting the active additional
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conduction between the phase and the electric network and earth, is determined
according to (1), (2), and (3).

Random relative error in determining the total conductance of mains phase
insulation relative to the ground is determined from the formula (1):

y ¼ 1:73UlUА

U2
C‐U2

A
go,

where Ul, UА, UС, and go are values that define the total conductance of network
insulation and obtained by direct measurement. The relative mean square error in
determining the total conductance of mains phase insulation relative to the ground
is determined from the expression [28, 29]:

Δy ¼ 1
y
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where ∂y
∂UА

, ∂y
∂UС

, ∂y
∂Ul

, and ∂y
∂go

are partial derivatives y ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go).

Here ΔUl, ΔUА, ΔUС, and Δgo are absolute errors of direct measurement values
Ul, UА, UС, and go which are defined by the following expressions:

ΔUl ¼ Ul � ΔUl∗ ;
ΔUС ¼ UС � ΔUС∗ ;
ΔUА ¼ UА � ΔUА∗ ;
Δgo ¼ go � Δgo∗ :

(5)

To determine the errors of measuring devices, accept that ΔUl∗ = ΔUА∗ = ΔUС∗ =
ΔU∗, where: ΔU∗ is the relative error of voltage measurement circuits and
Δgо∗ ¼ ΔR∗ is the relative error of the measuring instrument, which measures the
resistance which is connected between the phase A electrical and ground. Deter-
mine the partial derivative functions y ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go) by the variables Ul, UА,
UС, go:
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(6)

Solving the Eq. (4), substituting the values of the partial derivatives of Eq. (6)
and private values of absolute errors (5), at the same time, assuming that
ΔU∗ ¼ ΔR∗ ¼ Δ, we obtain:

εy ¼ Δy
Δ

¼ 1:73UlUАgo
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: (7)

The obtained Eq. (7) is divided into the Eq. (1):
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εy ¼ Δy
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TheobtainedEq. (8) is expressed in relative units, and after the conversion,weobtain:

εy ¼ Δy
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, (9)

where U∗ ¼ UA
UC
.

Random error in determining the active conductance of mains phase insulation
relative to the ground is determined from the formula (2):

g ¼ 3U2
l U2
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where Ul, UА, UС, and go are values that define the active conductance of
network isolation and obtained by direct measurement.

Relative mean square error of the method when determining the active conduc-
tivity of phase insulation of electrical network relative to the ground is determined
from the expression:

Δg ¼ 1
g
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where ∂g
∂UА
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are partial derivatives, g ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go).

Here ΔUl, ΔUА, ΔUС, and Δgo are absolute errors of direct measurement values
Ul, UА, UС, and go, which are defined by the following expressions:

ΔUl ¼ Ul � ΔUl∗;
ΔUС ¼ UС � ΔUС∗;
ΔUА ¼ UА � ΔUА∗;
Δgo ¼ go � Δgo∗:

(11)

To determine the accuracy of measuring devices, accept that ΔUl∗ ¼ ΔUА∗ ¼
ΔUС∗ ¼ ΔU∗, where ΔU∗ is the relative error of voltage measurement circuits and
Δgо∗ ¼ ΔR∗ is the relative error of a measuring instrument that measures resistance
which is connected between the phase A electrical and the ground.

Determine the partial derivatives g ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go) by the variables Ul, UА,
UС, and go:
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(12)
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conduction between the phase and the electric network and earth, is determined
according to (1), (2), and (3).

Random relative error in determining the total conductance of mains phase
insulation relative to the ground is determined from the formula (1):
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where Ul, UА, UС, and go are values that define the total conductance of network
insulation and obtained by direct measurement. The relative mean square error in
determining the total conductance of mains phase insulation relative to the ground
is determined from the expression [28, 29]:
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where ∂y
∂UА

, ∂y
∂UС

, ∂y
∂Ul

, and ∂y
∂go

are partial derivatives y ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go).

Here ΔUl, ΔUА, ΔUС, and Δgo are absolute errors of direct measurement values
Ul, UА, UС, and go which are defined by the following expressions:

ΔUl ¼ Ul � ΔUl∗ ;
ΔUС ¼ UС � ΔUС∗ ;
ΔUА ¼ UА � ΔUА∗ ;
Δgo ¼ go � Δgo∗ :

(5)

To determine the errors of measuring devices, accept that ΔUl∗ = ΔUА∗ = ΔUС∗ =
ΔU∗, where: ΔU∗ is the relative error of voltage measurement circuits and
Δgо∗ ¼ ΔR∗ is the relative error of the measuring instrument, which measures the
resistance which is connected between the phase A electrical and ground. Deter-
mine the partial derivative functions y ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go) by the variables Ul, UА,
UС, go:

∂y
∂Ul

¼ 1:73UА

U2
C �U2

A
go;

∂y
∂UА

¼ 1:73Ul U2
C þ U2

A

� �

U2
C � U2

A

� �2 go;

∂y
∂UС

¼ � 3:46UlUАUС

U2
C �U2

A

� �2 go;

∂y
∂go

¼ 1:73UlUА

U2
C � U2

A
:

(6)

Solving the Eq. (4), substituting the values of the partial derivatives of Eq. (6)
and private values of absolute errors (5), at the same time, assuming that
ΔU∗ ¼ ΔR∗ ¼ Δ, we obtain:

εy ¼ Δy
Δ

¼ 1:73UlUАgo
U2

C � U2
A

2þ 4U4
C þ U2

C þU2
A

� �2

U2
C � U2

A

� �2
 !0,5

: (7)

The obtained Eq. (7) is divided into the Eq. (1):
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εy ¼ Δy
Δ

¼ 2þ 4U4
C þ U2

C þ U2
A

� �2

U2
C �U2

A

� �2
 !0,5

(8)

TheobtainedEq. (8) is expressed in relative units, and after the conversion,weobtain:

εy ¼ Δy
Δ

¼ 2þ 4þ 1þ U2
∗

� �2

1�U2
∗

� �2
 !0,5

, (9)

where U∗ ¼ UA
UC
.

Random error in determining the active conductance of mains phase insulation
relative to the ground is determined from the formula (2):

g ¼ 3U2
l U2

l � 3U2
A

� �

U2
C �U2

A

� �2 � 1

 !
0:5go,

where Ul, UА, UС, and go are values that define the active conductance of
network isolation and obtained by direct measurement.

Relative mean square error of the method when determining the active conduc-
tivity of phase insulation of electrical network relative to the ground is determined
from the expression:

Δg ¼ 1
g

∂g
∂UA

ΔUA

� �2

þ ∂g
∂UC

ΔUC

� �2

þ ∂g
∂Ul

ΔUl

� �2

þ ∂g
∂go

Δgo

� �2
" #0:5

, (10)

where ∂g
∂UА

, ∂g
∂UС

, ∂g
∂Ul

, and ∂g
∂go

are partial derivatives, g ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go).

Here ΔUl, ΔUА, ΔUС, and Δgo are absolute errors of direct measurement values
Ul, UА, UС, and go, which are defined by the following expressions:

ΔUl ¼ Ul � ΔUl∗;
ΔUС ¼ UС � ΔUС∗;
ΔUА ¼ UА � ΔUА∗;
Δgo ¼ go � Δgo∗:

(11)

To determine the accuracy of measuring devices, accept that ΔUl∗ ¼ ΔUА∗ ¼
ΔUС∗ ¼ ΔU∗, where ΔU∗ is the relative error of voltage measurement circuits and
Δgо∗ ¼ ΔR∗ is the relative error of a measuring instrument that measures resistance
which is connected between the phase A electrical and the ground.

Determine the partial derivatives g ¼ f (Ul, UА, UС, go) by the variables Ul, UА,
UС, and go:

∂g
∂Ul

¼ 3Ul 2U2
l � 3U2

A

� �

2 U2
C � U2

A

� �2 go;

∂g
∂UА

¼ � 3U2
l UА 3U2

C þ 3U2
A � 2U2

l

� �

U2
C �U2

A

� �3 go;

∂g
∂UC

¼ � 6U2
l UC U2

l � 3U2
А

� �

U2
C �U2

A

� �3 go;

∂g
∂go

¼ 3U2
l U2

l � 3U2
A

� �

2 U2
C �U2

A

� � � 0:5:

(12)
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Solve Eq. (10), substituting the values of the partial derivatives of Eq. (12) and
the values of the partial absolute errors (11), at the same time, assuming that
ΔU∗ ¼ ΔR∗ ¼ Δ, we obtain:

Δg
Δ

¼ 3go
U2

C �U2
A

� �3
U2

C �U2
A

� �2
2U4

l U2
l � 3U2

A

� �2 � U2
C � U2

A

� �4h i
þ

þU4
l U4

A 3 U2
C � U2

A

� �� 2U2
l

� �2 þ U4
C U2

l � 3U2
A

� �2n o

0
B@

1
CA

0:5

(13)

Obtained Eq. (13) divided by Eq. (2):

εg ¼ Δg
Δ

¼

2U4
l U2

l �3U2
Að Þ2� U2

C�U2
Að Þ4

3U2
l U2

l �3U2
Að Þ� U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

� �2 þ

þ U4
l U4

A 3 U2
C�U2

Að Þ�2U2
l½ �2þU4

C U2
l �3U2

Að Þ2
� �

U2
C�U2

Að Þ2 3U2
l U2

l �3U2
Að Þ� U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

� �2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

0:5

: (14)

In the resulting Eq. (14), the value of the line voltage is expressed in terms of the
phase voltages in accordance with the fact that Ul ¼ 1:73Uф:

εg ¼ Δg
Δ

¼ 3

18U4
ph U2

ph�U2
A

� �2
� U2

C�U2
Að Þ4

27U2
ph U2

ph�U2
A

� �
� U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

� �2 þ

þ 3U4
phU

4
A U2

C�U2
A�2U2

ph

� �2
þU4

C U2
ph�U2

A

� �2
U2

C�U2
Að Þ2 27U2

ph U2
ph�U2

A

� �
� U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

� �2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

0:5

(15)

Simplifying the formula (15), we obtain the Eq. (16):

εg ¼ 3

27U2
ph U2

ph � U2
A

� �
� U2

C � U2
A

� �2

18U4
ph U2

ph �U2
A

� �2
� U2

C �U2
A

� �4þ

þ 3U4
phU

4
A U2

C�U2
A�2U2

ph

� �2
U2

C�U2
Að Þ2 þ

þ U4
C U2

ph�U2
A

� �2
U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

0:5

(16)

Obtained Eq. (16) is expressed in relative units and after the conversion, we
obtain:

εg ¼ Δg
Δ

¼ 3

27 1�U2
A∗

� �� U2
C∗ �U2

A∗
� �2

18 1�U2
A∗

� �2 � U2
C∗ �U2

A∗
� �4þ

þ 3U4
A∗ U2

C∗�U2
A∗�2ð Þ2

U2
C∗�U2

A∗ð Þ2 þ

þ U4
C∗ 1�U2

A∗ð Þ2
U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

0:5

,

(17)

where UА∗ ¼ UA
Uph

and UС∗ ¼ UС
Uph

.

Relative mean square error method for determining the conductivity of the
capacitive isolation mains phases relative to the ground is determined by the
expression (3):
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Δb ¼ 1
b

∂b
∂y

Δy
� �2

þ ∂b
∂g

Δg
� �2

" #0:5
, (18)

or

εb ¼ Δb
Δ

¼
1� tan 2δð Þ2 Δy

Δ

� �2
þ Δg

Δ

� �2� �0:5

tan 2δ
: (19)

Solving Eq. (19) and substituting the values of mathematical descriptions of the
relative rms dependences of total (8) and active (16) conductivities of electrical
installations phase insulation relative to the ground phase, we get the following
equation:

εb ¼ Δb
Δ

¼

1� tan 2δð Þ2 2þ 4U4
Cþ U2

CþU2
Að Þ2

U2
C�U2

Að Þ2
� �

þ

þ 9

27U2
ph U2

ph�U2
A

� �
� U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

� �2 �

�
18U2

ph U2
ph �U2

A

� �2
� U2

C � U2
A

� �4þ

þ 3U4
phU

4
A U2

C�U2
A�2U2

ph

� �2
þU4

C U2
ph�U2

A

� �2
U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

2
6664

3
7775

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

tan 2δ

0:5

: (20)

Obtained Eq. (21) is expressed in relative units and after the conversion, we
obtain:

εb ¼ Δb
Δ

¼

1� tan 2δð Þ2 2þ 4U4
C∗þ U2

C∗þU2
A∗ð Þ2

U2
C∗�U2

A∗ð Þ2
� �

þ

þ 9

27 1�U2
A∗ð Þ� U2

C∗�U2
A∗ð Þ2

� �2 �

�
18 1� U2

A∗
� �2 � U2

C∗ � U2
A∗

� �4þ

þ 3U4
A∗ U2

C∗�U2
A∗�2ð Þ2þU4

C∗ 1�U2
A∗ð Þ2

U2
C∗�U2

A∗ð Þ2

2
64

3
75

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

tan 2δ

0:5

: (21)

Based on the results of random relative mean square errors in determining the
active, capacitive, and total conductivities of mains phase isolation relative to the
ground, build the dependence:

εy ¼ Δy∗
Δ

¼ f U∗ð Þ;

εg ¼ Δg∗
Δ

¼ f UА∗;UС∗ð Þ;

εb ¼ Δb∗
Δ

¼ f UA∗; UC∗; tan δð Þ,

shown in Figures 1–3. Mathematical dependence of the relative mean square
errors of the total—εy, active—εg , and capacitive—εb conductivities of phase
insulation of electrical network with insulated neutral on graphic illustrations
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Solve Eq. (10), substituting the values of the partial derivatives of Eq. (12) and
the values of the partial absolute errors (11), at the same time, assuming that
ΔU∗ ¼ ΔR∗ ¼ Δ, we obtain:

Δg
Δ

¼ 3go
U2

C �U2
A

� �3
U2

C �U2
A

� �2
2U4

l U2
l � 3U2

A

� �2 � U2
C � U2

A

� �4h i
þ

þU4
l U4

A 3 U2
C � U2

A

� �� 2U2
l

� �2 þ U4
C U2

l � 3U2
A

� �2n o

0
B@

1
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0:5

(13)

Obtained Eq. (13) divided by Eq. (2):

εg ¼ Δg
Δ

¼

2U4
l U2

l �3U2
Að Þ2� U2

C�U2
Að Þ4

3U2
l U2
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þ U4
l U4

A 3 U2
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l½ �2þU4

C U2
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� �
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l U2

l �3U2
Að Þ� U2

C�U2
Að Þ2

� �2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

0:5

: (14)

In the resulting Eq. (14), the value of the line voltage is expressed in terms of the
phase voltages in accordance with the fact that Ul ¼ 1:73Uф:

εg ¼ Δg
Δ

¼ 3

18U4
ph U2

ph�U2
A

� �2
� U2

C�U2
Að Þ4

27U2
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Simplifying the formula (15), we obtain the Eq. (16):

εg ¼ 3

27U2
ph U2

ph � U2
A

� �
� U2

C � U2
A

� �2

18U4
ph U2
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� �2
� U2
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4
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C U2

ph�U2
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(16)

Obtained Eq. (16) is expressed in relative units and after the conversion, we
obtain:

εg ¼ Δg
Δ

¼ 3

27 1�U2
A∗

� �� U2
C∗ �U2

A∗
� �2

18 1�U2
A∗

� �2 � U2
C∗ �U2
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� �4þ

þ 3U4
A∗ U2

C∗�U2
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0
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1
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,

(17)

where UА∗ ¼ UA
Uph

and UС∗ ¼ UС
Uph

.

Relative mean square error method for determining the conductivity of the
capacitive isolation mains phases relative to the ground is determined by the
expression (3):
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Δb ¼ 1
b

∂b
∂y

Δy
� �2

þ ∂b
∂g

Δg
� �2

" #0:5
, (18)

or

εb ¼ Δb
Δ

¼
1� tan 2δð Þ2 Δy

Δ

� �2
þ Δg

Δ

� �2� �0:5

tan 2δ
: (19)

Solving Eq. (19) and substituting the values of mathematical descriptions of the
relative rms dependences of total (8) and active (16) conductivities of electrical
installations phase insulation relative to the ground phase, we get the following
equation:

εb ¼ Δb
Δ

¼

1� tan 2δð Þ2 2þ 4U4
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� �
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: (20)

Obtained Eq. (21) is expressed in relative units and after the conversion, we
obtain:

εb ¼ Δb
Δ

¼

1� tan 2δð Þ2 2þ 4U4
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� �
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Based on the results of random relative mean square errors in determining the
active, capacitive, and total conductivities of mains phase isolation relative to the
ground, build the dependence:

εy ¼ Δy∗
Δ

¼ f U∗ð Þ;

εg ¼ Δg∗
Δ

¼ f UА∗;UС∗ð Þ;

εb ¼ Δb∗
Δ

¼ f UA∗; UC∗; tan δð Þ,

shown in Figures 1–3. Mathematical dependence of the relative mean square
errors of the total—εy, active—εg , and capacitive—εb conductivities of phase
insulation of electrical network with insulated neutral on graphic illustrations
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(Figures 1–3) characterize the change in error depending on the amount of addi-
tional active conduction gо, which is inserted between the A-phase of electrical
network and earth.

In determining the parameters of isolation in a symmetrical three-phase electri-
cal network with isolated neutral on the basis of the method of analysis of error for
each specific network, select additional active conduction, so as to ensure the
satisfactory accuracy required.

In determining the total conductance of mains phases isolation relative to the
ground is chosen such additional active conductivity, the values were within U∗ =
0.2–0.8, at the same time as shown in Figure 1, the error does not exceed 5% when
using measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0, and 2.5% when using measuring
devices with accuracy class 0.5.

In determining the value of the active conductance in the three-phase electrical
network with insulated neutral voltage up to 1000 V and above, select this addi-
tional gо, so that UА∗ = 0.2–0.8, when UС∗ = 1.1–1.6, then on the basis of graphic
illustrations of Figure 2, error does not exceed 3.5% when using measuring devices
with accuracy class 1.0.

In determining the capacitive conductance mains phase isolation relative to the
ground selection of additional active conductance gо based on a graphic illustrations
of Figure 3 so that UА∗ = 0.2–0.8, when UС∗ = 1.1–1.6, when tan δ = 1.0, to provide
error to 4% when using measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0.

It should be noted that when using measuring instruments with an accuracy
class of 0.5, errors of εy—total, εg—active, εb—capacitive admittances of isolation is
reduced by half, to provide more reliable data when determining the insulation
parameters developed method.

According to the research undertaken by Professor L. Gladilin, a method was
developed for determining the parameters of the insulation in networks with an
isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V (method ammeter-voltmeter) [1]. The disad-
vantage of the method ammeter-voltmeter is the production of single-phase ground

Figure 1.
Analysis of the error in determining the total conductance of the network insulation.
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fault current measurement in the study of a three-phase power network with an
isolated neutral. When measuring single-phase ground fault current in three-phase
power network, the magnitude-phase voltage is equal to zero. The voltages of the
other two phases achieve linear value, it can lead to a two- or three-phase short
circuit, and it is emergency operating mode. This leads to a break in supply, as well
as increased contact voltage, which is dangerous in the operation of mining
machines and systems [1].

Figure 2.
Analysis of the error in determining the active conductance of the network insulation. UC∗ = 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4.

Figure 3.
Analysis of the error in determining the capacitive conductance of the network insulation when tan δ = 1.0.
UC∗ = 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4.
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(Figures 1–3) characterize the change in error depending on the amount of addi-
tional active conduction gо, which is inserted between the A-phase of electrical
network and earth.

In determining the parameters of isolation in a symmetrical three-phase electri-
cal network with isolated neutral on the basis of the method of analysis of error for
each specific network, select additional active conduction, so as to ensure the
satisfactory accuracy required.

In determining the total conductance of mains phases isolation relative to the
ground is chosen such additional active conductivity, the values were within U∗ =
0.2–0.8, at the same time as shown in Figure 1, the error does not exceed 5% when
using measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0, and 2.5% when using measuring
devices with accuracy class 0.5.

In determining the value of the active conductance in the three-phase electrical
network with insulated neutral voltage up to 1000 V and above, select this addi-
tional gо, so that UА∗ = 0.2–0.8, when UС∗ = 1.1–1.6, then on the basis of graphic
illustrations of Figure 2, error does not exceed 3.5% when using measuring devices
with accuracy class 1.0.

In determining the capacitive conductance mains phase isolation relative to the
ground selection of additional active conductance gо based on a graphic illustrations
of Figure 3 so that UА∗ = 0.2–0.8, when UС∗ = 1.1–1.6, when tan δ = 1.0, to provide
error to 4% when using measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0.

It should be noted that when using measuring instruments with an accuracy
class of 0.5, errors of εy—total, εg—active, εb—capacitive admittances of isolation is
reduced by half, to provide more reliable data when determining the insulation
parameters developed method.

According to the research undertaken by Professor L. Gladilin, a method was
developed for determining the parameters of the insulation in networks with an
isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V (method ammeter-voltmeter) [1]. The disad-
vantage of the method ammeter-voltmeter is the production of single-phase ground

Figure 1.
Analysis of the error in determining the total conductance of the network insulation.
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fault current measurement in the study of a three-phase power network with an
isolated neutral. When measuring single-phase ground fault current in three-phase
power network, the magnitude-phase voltage is equal to zero. The voltages of the
other two phases achieve linear value, it can lead to a two- or three-phase short
circuit, and it is emergency operating mode. This leads to a break in supply, as well
as increased contact voltage, which is dangerous in the operation of mining
machines and systems [1].

Figure 2.
Analysis of the error in determining the active conductance of the network insulation. UC∗ = 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4.

Figure 3.
Analysis of the error in determining the capacitive conductance of the network insulation when tan δ = 1.0.
UC∗ = 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4.
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The developed method provides satisfactory accuracy when determining the
parameters of isolation, as well as the ease and safety of production work in existing
electrical installations voltages up to and above 1000 V.

3. Modeling method for measuring the admittance of insulation in a
network with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V in mines using
Matlab/Simulink

3.1 Introduction

Note that the conductance characterizes the insulating properties of the dielec-
tric, and the susceptance, respectively, characterizes the network capacity, that is,
the number of connected electrical receivers and the length of overhead lines and
cables. Admittance characterizes the single-phase ground fault current. Therefore,
in practice, it is necessary to know the operation of the electrical conductance,
susceptance, and admittance of phase of electrical network with respect to earth.
This will allow choosing the right strategy to develop organizational and technical
measures to increase the level of electrical networks up to 1000 V in the develop-
ment of coal deposits [30].

Developed in [31], a phase-sensitive method for determining the parameters of
insulation in a symmetric network with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 is
based on the measurement of the modulus of the line voltage and phase voltage to
earth after the connection between it and the earth an additional conductance and
measuring the phase angle between the vector of the line voltage and vector of the
phase voltage to earth. The above phase-sensitive method for determining the
insulation contains significant disadvantages in using a special measuring device for
measuring the phase angle between the voltage vectors.

3.2 Theoretical studies of the insulation on the basis of a circular chart

For simplicity of measurements, consider a method for measuring the admit-
tance of insulation in a network with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V [7]:

y ¼ Uphо

Uо
go, (22)

where Uphо is phase voltage to earth after connecting additional conductance go;
go is additional conductance; and Uо is zero phase-sequence voltage.

To measure the admittance of insulation in a network in accordance with the
formula (22), it is necessary to enter into the electrical network adjustable resistance
between the phase of network and earth. Changing the value of resistance between
the phase of network and earth will change the quantities of module phase voltage to
earth and zero phase-sequence voltage. From Eq. (22) is obtained the conclusion that
with equal admittance of insulation in a network and additional conductance, which
is inserted between the phase of network and earth, measured values of the quantities
of module phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage will be equal:

y ¼ go at Uphо ¼ Uо:

On the basis of the foregoing information, for measuring the admittance of
insulation in a network with an isolated neutral, it is necessary to enter adjustable
resistance to fulfill equality conditions between the values of the modules phase
voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage Uphо ¼ Uо.
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To determine the conductance network isolation by using the equal quantities
of module phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage Uphо ¼ Uо,
equation is

y ¼ U2
ph � 2U2

pho

2U2
pho

go: (23)

Capacitive susceptance of isolation is found as a geometric difference between
the admittance of insulation and conductance [7].

The method for determining the parameters of insulation in a network with an
isolated neutral voltage above 1000 V describes circular chart changes in the mod-
ulus phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage as shown in Figure 4.
Changes in the modulus phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage are
produced in accordance with the circular chart of changes in the magnitude of the
additional conductance.

Figure 4 shows the phase voltages Uph of three phases A, B, and C, before
connecting additional conductance to phase A; neutral-point displacement voltage
Uо; and phase voltage to earth after connecting additional conductance go to phase
A—Uphо. Point 02 corresponds to equal quantities of Uphо and Uо2.

Experimental studies of the circular chart have shown that changes of the
modulus phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage depends on the
selection of the magnitude of the additional conductance. Hereby it is consistent
with the fundamental provisions of the theoretical fundamentals of electrical
engineering.

3.3 The method of measuring the admittance in a network with an isolated
neutral voltage up to 1000 V

To ensure the equal quantities of phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence
voltage with the connected additional conductance, an additional conductance

Figure 4.
A circular chart changes the modulus phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage, depending on the
size of the additional conductance.
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variable resistance is used. The variable resistor is connected between the measured
electrical network phase and earth. Then the resistance regulation is provided to
ensure equality between the voltage phase to earth and zero sequence voltage. In
case of equal voltage, magnitude of admittance will correspond to the value of
variable resistance, which is connected between the phase of network and earth.
The method for measuring the admittance of insulation in a network with an
isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V will provide improved accuracy and speed
measurement admittance network insulation [32].

The measurements of phase voltage to earth and zero phase-sequence voltage
produced an AC voltmeter. The zero phase-sequence voltage is released from the
network by using three single-phase transformers; the primary windings are
connected in a star and the secondary windings are connected into an open triangle.

Developing the method of measuring the admittance in a network with an
isolated neutral voltage 1000 V is explained in the schematic circuit diagram shown
in Figure 5. The electrical schematic circuit comprises the electrical network, with
phases А, В, and С; three single-phase voltage transformers TV1,TV2, and TV3;
voltmeter PV1, measured quantities of module of the zero phase-sequence voltage;
voltmeter PV2, measured module of phase voltage to earth; switching device QF1,
introduction of adjustable additional conductance; additional conductance go; and
admittance of network y.

The method is as follows: for measuring the admittance of the network, the
voltmeter PV2measures the phase voltage to earth; the voltmeter PV1measures the
zero phase-sequence voltage on the secondary winding of single-phase voltage
transformers TV1,TV2, and TV3. Switching device QF1 connects the adjustable
additional conductance go, making the regulation of the magnitude of additional
conductance to achieve the equality of the modulus of the phase voltage to earth
and the zero phase-sequence voltage. In this case, the value of additional conduc-
tance will fit the admittance of network [32].

3.4 Modeling method of measuring the admittance of insulation in a network
with an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V using Matlab/Simulink

As a tool for analyzing the operating conditions of power network, the package
Matlab/Simulink has been used. The package has a sufficiently developed set of
special blocks for modeling elements of the power system.

Matlab/Simulink enables an electrical schematic diagram of a method of mea-
suring the admittance of insulation to be implemented (Figure 6). The diagram

Figure 5.
Electrical schematic diagram of a method of measuring the admittance of network.
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comprises three-phase source voltage 380/220 V; active-reactive resistance RC-
RC2; zero phase-sequence voltage filter made by three single-phase voltage trans-
formers; voltage and current measurements; oscillograph (scope) to display net-
work settings; and displays to show the amplitude and true values of the electrical
parameters.

To test the electrical schematic diagram, operating conditions were simulated by
using a metal single-phase ground short circuit, which was carried out by way of a
block breaker. A time-modulating circuit of 0.2 s was implemented by way of a
block step. Block RMS allows for the calculation of the true RMS value of the input
signal [33].

In the metal single-phase A ground short circuit operating conditions, the
amplitude value of phase C voltage to earth was equal to 537 V, which corresponds
to the true value of 380 V. The RMS value of phase A voltage to earth after the metal
single-phase ground short circuit corresponds to 0.001009 V, with the current
value of the faulty phase A being equal to 0.1057 A. From the findings of the zero
phase-sequence voltage filter, the true value of the voltage increased from zero to
218.4 V (Figure 7).

The simulation model of the method of measuring the admittance of insulation
with variable resistor R is shown in Figure 8. From the diagram, as a variable
resistor R is connected between the measured phase of network and earth, a
nonlinear resistor R diagram is used [34].

An application of the variable resistor enables the production of multiple con-
trols for the electrical network parameters. According to the method described
previously, a switching device is introduced to adjust the additional conductance. A
block breaker is then added to the switching device. The additional conductance is
represented by a variable resistor, namely, nonlinear R. A subsystem of the variable
resistor R is shown in Figure 9. It is possible to use block slider gain to adjust the
parameters of the resistor.

In the diagram, the controlled current source is connected in parallel with a
voltage measurement. Between the output of the voltage measurement and the
input of the controlled current source, the Simulink model is turned on, which
implements the voltage-current characteristic of the device. In parallel to the con-
trolled current source, decoupling resistor series RLC branch is also connected. Its

Figure 6.
Simulation model of the metal single phase ground short circuit.
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presence is due to the fact that a large number of SimPowerSystems blocks are made
on the basis of the current sources. When these blocks are connected in series, the
current sources are also connected in series which is unacceptable. The presence of
the decoupling resistor enables the connection of these blocks in series. The value of
the resistor chosen should be sufficiently large to minimize its effect on the charac-
teristics of the created block [34].

The Simulink model of the variable resistor is implemented using a block slider
gain, which allows for a change in scalar gain during the simulation using the slider.
Thus, the value of the slider gain is regulated until the zero phase-sequence voltage
equals the A phase voltage to earth.

Figure 8.
Simulation model of a method of measuring the admittance of insulation in Simulink: display RMS—display of
the actual data of power grid; nonlinear R—variable resistor to adjust extra conductance, the rest of legend find
in Figure 3.

Figure 7.
Voltage and current for metal single phase ground short circuit: 1—phase C voltage to earth, V; 2—phase A
voltage to earth, V; 3—current under A phase-to-ground fault, A; 4—zero phase-sequence-voltage, V. Phase-
to-ground fault time 0.2 s.
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Due to the data received in the regulation of the variable resistor to 2068 Ohms,
the true value of the zero phase-sequence voltage and phase A voltage to earth are
equal to 140.8 V. Figure 10 shows the amplitude values of the phase voltage and
current and zero phase-sequence voltage for the value of the variable resistor
R = 2068 Ohms.

Thus, according to the circular chart above, when phase voltage to earth UА

equals the zero phase-sequence voltage Uо, the variable of the admittance of insu-
lation y corresponds to the variable resistance which is connected between A phase
and earth.

According to the developed method of measuring the admittance of isolation in
a network with isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V, the variable of the admittance
y corresponds to 2068 Ohms which composes 0.48 mS.

The simulation model of the method of measuring the admittance of insulation
in the Matlab/Simulink environment allows for the regulation of variable resistor to
be used and to simplify the calculations of the magnitude of the admittance of
insulation in a network with isolated neutral voltages up to 1000 V. The method for
measuring the admittance of insulation in a network with an isolated neutral volt-
age up to 1000 V will allow for an increase in the accuracy and speed of measure-
ment of the admittance of network.

Figure 9.
Subsystem of the variable resistor R: VM—voltage meter; transfer Fcn—gain transfer characteristic block; SG—
resistor adjustment slide; RLC branch—decoupling resistor; CCS—adjustable current source.

Figure 10.
Phase voltage, current and zero phase-sequence voltage: 1—phase A voltage to earth, V; 2—phase A current to
earth, A; 3—zero phase-sequence-voltage, V.
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4. Development of method to improve efficiency of residual current
device under 1000 V on excavators of mining enterprises

4.1 Introduction

The principle of voltage stabilization in the system with the series SC and
variable frequency can be explained with a vector diagram of the first harmonics of
current and voltages. For such generators that are on the basis of the numerical
values of the insulation parameters, it is clear that loss-angle tangent and current in
single phase-to-earth fault can evaluate the work of a residual current device on the
excavator. Experimental studies regarding the parameters of insulation, loss-angle
tangent, and current in single phase-to-earth fault have evaluated the condition of
short network under 1000 V in terms of electrical production work in the operation
of electrical equipment excavators [1].

The experimental studies were carried out in the coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor
LLP in the Pavlodar Region of Kazakhstan, to establish the actual values of the basic
parameters of the insulation of electrical networks under 1000 V on the excavator
EKG-8I.

Compulsory use of the system with insulated neutral networks under 1000 V on
the excavators is caused by electricity safety conditions. During the process of
solving electrical safety issues in the mining industry, considerable expertise has
been built up, especially in the field of research on the condition of electrical
insulation with insulated neutral voltage under 1000 V [1]. Neither the methods
used to investigate the insulation condition nor the results of these studies can be
taken for excavators because the power supply system of the excavator has its own
characteristics, namely that there are no long cable lines and the electrical receivers
are concentrated in a small area. Put differently, the power of the electrical receiver,
such as excavator EKG-8I, is produced by a short network. Electrical receivers
operate in different geological, climatic, and meteorological conditions, and this
also affects the measurements.

4.2 The study of the condition of insulation

In surveyed excavators, with Ekibastuz coal mine used as the insulation control
device, safety rules were prescribed, while automatic insulation monitoring devices
were applied, including AIMD, and leakage current LC-2M. Experience in operating
electrical equipment positively recommended leakage relay, such as AIMD, which
are designed to mine district networks with voltage under 1000 V, that is, for deep
mining [14]. Mine networks with voltage under 1000 V contain lengthy branching
cable lines, which are powered by the electrical receivers of mining machines and
systems. The main reason of ineffective relay is discrepancy between the technical
capabilities of RCD and parameters of the insulation network voltage under 1000 V
on excavator. However, in most cases, the existing power supply for excavators,
which have, as a rule, one main substation, does not make it possible to meet this
requirement. This is due to the fact that the relay AIMD, which is a device providing
network-wide protection from leakage, switches off all networks when there is any
dangerous earth leakage; this in turn can result in a downtime excavator [35].

Consequently, for the safe and efficient operation of the relay leakage, AIMD
must review the principles of power supply with users of the excavator and lead
parameters of electricity networks in compliance with the technical data relay.

Measurements on the coal mine Ekibastuz were taken by the developed
methodic of determining the insulation parameters in networks with isolated
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neutral under 1000 V at normal operating conditions of the electrical network of
excavators with operating electrical receivers [8].

The developed methodic is based on the method of determining the parameters
in the short network with isolated neutral. The method consists of measuring the
modulus of linear voltage, phase voltage in respect to earth after the connection
between phase and earth the auxiliary conductance. From the measured values of
the modulus of linear stress, voltage to earth after the connection between phase
and earth the auxiliary conductance, bear the auxiliary conductance in mind,
admittance, conductance, and capacitive susceptance of phase-to-ground are deter-
mined with satisfactory accuracy [6, 36].

According to the measured values of the modulus of linear voltage, Ul, phase
voltage in respect to earth, Uphо, when connecting auxiliary conductance, go, is
determined admittance, conductance and capacitive susceptance of isolation by
mathematical dependences [37]:

• admittance of isolation

y ¼ 1:73Upho

Ul � 1:73Upho
go, (24)

• conductance of isolation

g ¼ 3U2
pho

U2
l

� 3U2
pho

Ul � 1:73Upho
� �2 � 1

 !
0:5go, (25)

• capacitive susceptance of isolation

b ¼ y2 � g2
� �0:5

: (26)

Based on the results of the determination of admittance, conductance, and
capacitive susceptance of isolation in a short line 0.4 kV on the excavator EKG-8I in
the coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor LLP, the results were processed by using the
small sample method. The results from the experimental research regarding the
parameters of the insulation as well as an assessment of the results collected using
the small sample method are shown in Table 1.

Studying the isolation of electric networks under 1000 V of the excavator
showed that the insulation resistance is due to active resistance which characterizes
the properties of the dielectric of insulating material used for insulation of live parts

Parameters of the insulation The number of measurements X mean value of
parameters

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Admittance of isolation,
y � 10�5, Ohm

2.20 2.21 2.18 2.24 2.17 2.22 2.15 2.17 2.19

Conductance of isolation,
b � 10�5, Ohm

1.34 1.35 1.37 1.40 1.39 1.41 1.35 1.37 1.37

Capacitive susceptance of
isolation, g � 10�5, Ohm

1.74 1.75 1.69 1.75 1.67 1.71 1.67 1.68 1.71

Table 1.
The results of determination of the parameters of the insulation in a short line 0.4 kV on excavator EKG-8I in
the coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor LLP.
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mining [14]. Mine networks with voltage under 1000 V contain lengthy branching
cable lines, which are powered by the electrical receivers of mining machines and
systems. The main reason of ineffective relay is discrepancy between the technical
capabilities of RCD and parameters of the insulation network voltage under 1000 V
on excavator. However, in most cases, the existing power supply for excavators,
which have, as a rule, one main substation, does not make it possible to meet this
requirement. This is due to the fact that the relay AIMD, which is a device providing
network-wide protection from leakage, switches off all networks when there is any
dangerous earth leakage; this in turn can result in a downtime excavator [35].

Consequently, for the safe and efficient operation of the relay leakage, AIMD
must review the principles of power supply with users of the excavator and lead
parameters of electricity networks in compliance with the technical data relay.

Measurements on the coal mine Ekibastuz were taken by the developed
methodic of determining the insulation parameters in networks with isolated
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neutral under 1000 V at normal operating conditions of the electrical network of
excavators with operating electrical receivers [8].

The developed methodic is based on the method of determining the parameters
in the short network with isolated neutral. The method consists of measuring the
modulus of linear voltage, phase voltage in respect to earth after the connection
between phase and earth the auxiliary conductance. From the measured values of
the modulus of linear stress, voltage to earth after the connection between phase
and earth the auxiliary conductance, bear the auxiliary conductance in mind,
admittance, conductance, and capacitive susceptance of phase-to-ground are deter-
mined with satisfactory accuracy [6, 36].

According to the measured values of the modulus of linear voltage, Ul, phase
voltage in respect to earth, Uphо, when connecting auxiliary conductance, go, is
determined admittance, conductance and capacitive susceptance of isolation by
mathematical dependences [37]:

• admittance of isolation

y ¼ 1:73Upho

Ul � 1:73Upho
go, (24)

• conductance of isolation

g ¼ 3U2
pho

U2
l

� 3U2
pho

Ul � 1:73Upho
� �2 � 1

 !
0:5go, (25)

• capacitive susceptance of isolation

b ¼ y2 � g2
� �0:5

: (26)

Based on the results of the determination of admittance, conductance, and
capacitive susceptance of isolation in a short line 0.4 kV on the excavator EKG-8I in
the coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor LLP, the results were processed by using the
small sample method. The results from the experimental research regarding the
parameters of the insulation as well as an assessment of the results collected using
the small sample method are shown in Table 1.

Studying the isolation of electric networks under 1000 V of the excavator
showed that the insulation resistance is due to active resistance which characterizes
the properties of the dielectric of insulating material used for insulation of live parts

Parameters of the insulation The number of measurements X mean value of
parameters

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Admittance of isolation,
y � 10�5, Ohm

2.20 2.21 2.18 2.24 2.17 2.22 2.15 2.17 2.19

Conductance of isolation,
b � 10�5, Ohm

1.34 1.35 1.37 1.40 1.39 1.41 1.35 1.37 1.37

Capacitive susceptance of
isolation, g � 10�5, Ohm

1.74 1.75 1.69 1.75 1.67 1.71 1.67 1.68 1.71

Table 1.
The results of determination of the parameters of the insulation in a short line 0.4 kV on excavator EKG-8I in
the coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor LLP.
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of the conductors with respect to the ground. Capacitive resistance is higher than
active resistance of insulation in networks under 1000 V. As such, the current of
single phase-to-earth fault under 1000 V on an excavator is not due to a capacitive
component but an active component. Experimental studies showed that the current
of a single phase-to-earth fault in the network under 1000 V on the excavator EKG-
8I of coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor LLP, is about 5 mA. The current of the single
phase-to-earth fault in the network under 1000 V on the excavator has a lower
value than the set point of RCD. In light of this, it is obvious that the RCD used on
excavators by their specification does not provide people with effective protection
from electric shocks in networks under 1000 V.

The determined absolute value of the expected capacity of the network is
4:30� 10�5 uF, and the range of the network capacity under 1000 V is
4:20� 4:42� 10�5 uF based on the data in Table 2.

According to the received data, the parameters of the insulation electrical short
network are changed insignificantly and are at a high level. This can be explained by
the fact that the power supply circuit of the excavator does not contain a network
with distributed parameters and the capacity of the network consists of a phase-to-
earth capacitance only for the electrical receiver. This stipulates for high loss-angle
tangent of isolation in the network under 1000 V on the excavator EKG-8I. The
current of the single phase-to-earth fault in the network under 1000 V on the
excavator EKG-8I has a small value and a small range of variation. There is a range
of variation when it comes to the parameters of network isolation, loss-angle tan-
gent of isolation, and current of single phase-to-earth fault in the network under
1000 V due to changes in the supply voltage [38].

Based on the aforementioned evidence, it follows that the workers of mining
enterprises receive electric shocks during excavator maintenance work due to the
ineffectiveness of RCD. Indeed, as the RCDs used on excavators do not work, this
leads to a violation of safety rules regarding the use of electrical equipment of
excavators in mining companies. As such, it is necessary to develop RCD for three-
phase mains under 1000 V on excavators and develop technical measures to
increase efficiency of RCD on excavators.

4.3 The method to improve efficiency of residual current device

The development of RCD for a three-phase electric network under 1000 V on
excavators is a complex and expensive task, as the principle of operation of RCD for
the three-phase electric network with isolated neutral under 1000 V must be
changed.

RCDs such as AIMD are used on excavators of mining enterprises. The principle
of their operation was based on Scheme 3B developed by Professor. Leybov in the
1950s. This principle is still used today and was thoroughly studied by Shishkin in
the 1960s at the Skochinsky Mining Institute. All these studies were conducted to
improve the efficiency of RCD in mining electric networks under 1000 V. With this
said, however, no detailed investigation into the electric network under 1000 V on
excavators has been carried out [39]. In light of this, the most vital area relates to

Z, Ohm R, Ohm X, Ohm tan δ, � Io, mA

45662
44643–46512

58480
57143–59880

72993
70922–74627

0:80
0:80–0:81

4:93
4:84–5:04

Table 2.
Numeric values of parameters of the insulation and the current of single phase-to-earth fault in the network
under 1000 V on the excavator EKG-8I. Z – impedance, R – resistance, X – reactance, tanδ – loss tangent of a
dielectric, Io – single-phase earth current.
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the development of technical measures with which to improve the effectiveness of
RCD on excavators, taking into account the study of insulation parameters in short
electric networks under 1000 V.

There is a drawback when it comes to the existing method of RCD in the
network with isolated neutral under 1000 V on excavators. Indeed, this method is
based on setting-up a direct current into three-phase mains with a fixed set-point of
protection from electric shock. The disadvantage is that the fixed set-point of
current of protection does not protect people from electric shocks, as short net-
works under 1000 V on the excavator have a current of single-phase earth fault,
which is less than the set-up value of RCD. In order to overcome this problem, it is
necessary to develop a method to improve the efficiency of RCD in a network with
isolated neutral under 1000 V on excavators.

Improving the efficiency of RCDs in a network with isolated neutral under
1000 V is based on switching off the supply due to increase in the phase capacity
with respect to earth when insulation is damaged.

A method for improving the effectiveness of RCD in a network with isolated
neutral under 1000 V on excavators is explained by the electrical circuit diagram
found in Figure 11. The circuit diagram contains: a power transformer T; load
interrupt switch QF1, which supplies voltage to the three-phase electric network;
three-phase electric network with the phases A, B, and C; electrical receivers; load
interrupt switch QF2, which switches capacitors between phases of network and
ground; capacitors C1, C2, and C3, being provided by an increase in the current of
single-phase ground fault; load interrupt switch QF3, which switches residual cur-
rent device; residual current device—RCD; total admittance of network isolation
Z1, Z2, and Z3 [40].

The principle of operation of the scheme of safety shutdown in the short electric
network with insulated neutral under 1000 V on excavators is as follows: the power
is supplied to three-phase electric network with the phases A, B, and C from power
transformer T by load interrupt switch QF1, where electrical receivers are supplied
with voltage under 1000 V of excavator. The capacitors C1, C2, and C3 are
connected by load interrupt switch QF2 between the electric network phase and
earth to provide increased current of single-phase earth fault. The RCD is connected
to a three-phase electric short excavator network by load interrupt switch QF3 [41].

An RCD with a fixed set-point does not allow for the shutting off of the three-
phase electric network by load switch QF1 when any phase-to-earth insulation of
network is damaged. Thus, there is the risk of electric shock. The RCD does not turn
off the three-phase electric network when any phase-to-earth insulation is dam-
aged, as the set-up point of current for protection is more than the current of

Figure 11.
The scheme of residual current device in electric network with isolated neutral under 1000 V on excavators.
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of the conductors with respect to the ground. Capacitive resistance is higher than
active resistance of insulation in networks under 1000 V. As such, the current of
single phase-to-earth fault under 1000 V on an excavator is not due to a capacitive
component but an active component. Experimental studies showed that the current
of a single phase-to-earth fault in the network under 1000 V on the excavator EKG-
8I of coal mine Ekibastuz, Angrensor LLP, is about 5 mA. The current of the single
phase-to-earth fault in the network under 1000 V on the excavator has a lower
value than the set point of RCD. In light of this, it is obvious that the RCD used on
excavators by their specification does not provide people with effective protection
from electric shocks in networks under 1000 V.

The determined absolute value of the expected capacity of the network is
4:30� 10�5 uF, and the range of the network capacity under 1000 V is
4:20� 4:42� 10�5 uF based on the data in Table 2.

According to the received data, the parameters of the insulation electrical short
network are changed insignificantly and are at a high level. This can be explained by
the fact that the power supply circuit of the excavator does not contain a network
with distributed parameters and the capacity of the network consists of a phase-to-
earth capacitance only for the electrical receiver. This stipulates for high loss-angle
tangent of isolation in the network under 1000 V on the excavator EKG-8I. The
current of the single phase-to-earth fault in the network under 1000 V on the
excavator EKG-8I has a small value and a small range of variation. There is a range
of variation when it comes to the parameters of network isolation, loss-angle tan-
gent of isolation, and current of single phase-to-earth fault in the network under
1000 V due to changes in the supply voltage [38].

Based on the aforementioned evidence, it follows that the workers of mining
enterprises receive electric shocks during excavator maintenance work due to the
ineffectiveness of RCD. Indeed, as the RCDs used on excavators do not work, this
leads to a violation of safety rules regarding the use of electrical equipment of
excavators in mining companies. As such, it is necessary to develop RCD for three-
phase mains under 1000 V on excavators and develop technical measures to
increase efficiency of RCD on excavators.

4.3 The method to improve efficiency of residual current device

The development of RCD for a three-phase electric network under 1000 V on
excavators is a complex and expensive task, as the principle of operation of RCD for
the three-phase electric network with isolated neutral under 1000 V must be
changed.

RCDs such as AIMD are used on excavators of mining enterprises. The principle
of their operation was based on Scheme 3B developed by Professor. Leybov in the
1950s. This principle is still used today and was thoroughly studied by Shishkin in
the 1960s at the Skochinsky Mining Institute. All these studies were conducted to
improve the efficiency of RCD in mining electric networks under 1000 V. With this
said, however, no detailed investigation into the electric network under 1000 V on
excavators has been carried out [39]. In light of this, the most vital area relates to
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Table 2.
Numeric values of parameters of the insulation and the current of single phase-to-earth fault in the network
under 1000 V on the excavator EKG-8I. Z – impedance, R – resistance, X – reactance, tanδ – loss tangent of a
dielectric, Io – single-phase earth current.
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the development of technical measures with which to improve the effectiveness of
RCD on excavators, taking into account the study of insulation parameters in short
electric networks under 1000 V.

There is a drawback when it comes to the existing method of RCD in the
network with isolated neutral under 1000 V on excavators. Indeed, this method is
based on setting-up a direct current into three-phase mains with a fixed set-point of
protection from electric shock. The disadvantage is that the fixed set-point of
current of protection does not protect people from electric shocks, as short net-
works under 1000 V on the excavator have a current of single-phase earth fault,
which is less than the set-up value of RCD. In order to overcome this problem, it is
necessary to develop a method to improve the efficiency of RCD in a network with
isolated neutral under 1000 V on excavators.

Improving the efficiency of RCDs in a network with isolated neutral under
1000 V is based on switching off the supply due to increase in the phase capacity
with respect to earth when insulation is damaged.

A method for improving the effectiveness of RCD in a network with isolated
neutral under 1000 V on excavators is explained by the electrical circuit diagram
found in Figure 11. The circuit diagram contains: a power transformer T; load
interrupt switch QF1, which supplies voltage to the three-phase electric network;
three-phase electric network with the phases A, B, and C; electrical receivers; load
interrupt switch QF2, which switches capacitors between phases of network and
ground; capacitors C1, C2, and C3, being provided by an increase in the current of
single-phase ground fault; load interrupt switch QF3, which switches residual cur-
rent device; residual current device—RCD; total admittance of network isolation
Z1, Z2, and Z3 [40].

The principle of operation of the scheme of safety shutdown in the short electric
network with insulated neutral under 1000 V on excavators is as follows: the power
is supplied to three-phase electric network with the phases A, B, and C from power
transformer T by load interrupt switch QF1, where electrical receivers are supplied
with voltage under 1000 V of excavator. The capacitors C1, C2, and C3 are
connected by load interrupt switch QF2 between the electric network phase and
earth to provide increased current of single-phase earth fault. The RCD is connected
to a three-phase electric short excavator network by load interrupt switch QF3 [41].

An RCD with a fixed set-point does not allow for the shutting off of the three-
phase electric network by load switch QF1 when any phase-to-earth insulation of
network is damaged. Thus, there is the risk of electric shock. The RCD does not turn
off the three-phase electric network when any phase-to-earth insulation is dam-
aged, as the set-up point of current for protection is more than the current of

Figure 11.
The scheme of residual current device in electric network with isolated neutral under 1000 V on excavators.
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single-phase earth faults in the three-phase network of the excavator. In order to
disable the three-phase network when insulation is damaged, the current of single-
phase fault in the network is increased by means of connecting capacitors C1, C2,
and C3 between the phases of the electric supply and the ground by load switch
QF2. In this case, the current of single-phase circuits in the excavator’s three-phase
network will be more than the current of the set-up point of RCD, which will
activate the RCD. Thus, the switching off is made possible thanks to the load
interrupter switch QF1 supplying voltage from the power transformer [40].

Implementation of the developed method to improve the effectiveness of RCDs
in electric networks under 1000 V will ensure the growth of level of electrical
safety when using electrical installations and reduce the number of accidents on
excavators.

5. Conclusion

The following results were obtained in this work:

1. A method for determining the parameters in three-phase networks with
isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V and above is to measure the modulus of
the line voltage and phase voltage with respect to ground and A, and after you
connect, an additional active conductivity between the A-phase mains and
earth was developed.

2. Error analysis of method for determining the parameters of isolation in
three-phase electrical network with isolated neutral showed that it is necessary
to select a certain value of additional active conductance, so as to ensure
satisfactory accuracy required when determining the:

• the total conductance of mains phase insulation relative to the ground is
chosen such additional active conductance, the values were within = 0.2–
0.8, with the error does not exceed 5% when using measuring devices with
accuracy class 1.0, and 2.5% using measuring devices with accuracy class
0.5;

• active conductance in three-phase electrical network with isolated neutral
voltages up to and above 1000 V select such active additional conductance
gо, so that UА∗ = 0.2–0.8, when UС∗ = 0.2–0.8, then the error does not
exceed 3.5% when using the measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0;

• capacitive conductance of electrical network phase insulation relative to
the ground select such additional active conductance gо, so that U∗ = 0.2–
0.8, with the change tan δ = 0.6–1.6, then the error does not exceed 5%
when using the measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0, and 2.5% when
using the measuring devices with accuracy class 0.5.

3. The developed methods provide satisfactory accuracy, simplicity, and security
in its implementation in the three-phase electrical networks with isolated
neutral voltages up to and above 1000 V.

4.The chapter presents new evidence-based results that solve the important
scientific task of ensuring electrical safety in networks with an isolated neutral
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voltage up to 1000 V in mining enterprises through the development of
methods to control the condition of insulation.

A method of measuring the admittance of network with an isolated neutral
voltage up to 1000 V is based on the measurement of the modulus of the zero
phase-sequence voltage and phase voltage to earth, with an additional
conductance where the value of the regulation is made additional conductance
in conduction to ensure the equality of the modulus of phase voltage to earth
and zero phase-sequence voltage. In ensuring the equality of zero phase-
sequence voltage and phase voltage to earth connection of additional
conductance, it corresponds to the admittance network isolation.

The simulation model of method of measuring the admittance of insulation in
the Matlab/Simulink environment was modulated. The developed model
allows for the regulation variable resistor to be used to simplify the calculations
of the parameters of network isolation. Due to the data received in the
regulation of the variable resistor to 2068 Ohms, the true value zero phase-
sequence voltage and phase A voltage to earth are equal to 140.8 V. Thus,
the variable of the admittance y corresponds to 2068 Ohms, which comprises
0.48 mS.

Developing a method of measuring the admittance of insulation networks with
an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V will provide improved accuracy and
speed measurement admittance network isolation. The proposed method is
simple, as the instrumentation, single-phase voltage transformers, required for
measuring the admittance network isolation is in the service manual enterprise
energy management.

5. The experimental data obtained are composed of numerical values of the
parameters of the insulation on the excavator EKG-8I of coal mine Ekibastuz,
Angrensor LLP. It was established that the insulation resistance is due to active
resistance, which characterizes the properties of the dielectric of insulating
material used for insulation of live parts of the conductors with respect to
ground. Capacitive resistance is higher than active resistance of insulation in
networks under 1000 V.

It is found that the RCDs used on excavators by their specifications do not
provide effective protection from electric shocks in a short network with
voltages under 1000 V as the current of single-phase earth faults in the network
under 1000 V on the excavator has less value than the current of the RCD set-up
point.

A new method aimed at improving the effectiveness of RCDs in electric network
under 1000 V has been developed and is based on setting up the DC into a three-
phase network with a fixed set-point of protection from any phase-to-earth insula-
tion damage, where the equipment is switched off by residual current device when
live-line bare-hand touching of electric equipment occurs. This is due to increases in
the phase capacity with respect to earth.

Organizational and technical measures aimed at improving the reliability
and level of electrical safety in electrical mining enterprises will help to
protect people from electric shocks while also reducing the number of accidents at
work.

The work was carried out in accordance with the contract no. 242 of March 17,
2018, at the S. Seifullin Kazakh Agro-Technical University with the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan under the project no.
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single-phase earth faults in the three-phase network of the excavator. In order to
disable the three-phase network when insulation is damaged, the current of single-
phase fault in the network is increased by means of connecting capacitors C1, C2,
and C3 between the phases of the electric supply and the ground by load switch
QF2. In this case, the current of single-phase circuits in the excavator’s three-phase
network will be more than the current of the set-up point of RCD, which will
activate the RCD. Thus, the switching off is made possible thanks to the load
interrupter switch QF1 supplying voltage from the power transformer [40].

Implementation of the developed method to improve the effectiveness of RCDs
in electric networks under 1000 V will ensure the growth of level of electrical
safety when using electrical installations and reduce the number of accidents on
excavators.

5. Conclusion

The following results were obtained in this work:

1. A method for determining the parameters in three-phase networks with
isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V and above is to measure the modulus of
the line voltage and phase voltage with respect to ground and A, and after you
connect, an additional active conductivity between the A-phase mains and
earth was developed.

2. Error analysis of method for determining the parameters of isolation in
three-phase electrical network with isolated neutral showed that it is necessary
to select a certain value of additional active conductance, so as to ensure
satisfactory accuracy required when determining the:

• the total conductance of mains phase insulation relative to the ground is
chosen such additional active conductance, the values were within = 0.2–
0.8, with the error does not exceed 5% when using measuring devices with
accuracy class 1.0, and 2.5% using measuring devices with accuracy class
0.5;

• active conductance in three-phase electrical network with isolated neutral
voltages up to and above 1000 V select such active additional conductance
gо, so that UА∗ = 0.2–0.8, when UС∗ = 0.2–0.8, then the error does not
exceed 3.5% when using the measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0;

• capacitive conductance of electrical network phase insulation relative to
the ground select such additional active conductance gо, so that U∗ = 0.2–
0.8, with the change tan δ = 0.6–1.6, then the error does not exceed 5%
when using the measuring devices with accuracy class 1.0, and 2.5% when
using the measuring devices with accuracy class 0.5.

3. The developed methods provide satisfactory accuracy, simplicity, and security
in its implementation in the three-phase electrical networks with isolated
neutral voltages up to and above 1000 V.

4.The chapter presents new evidence-based results that solve the important
scientific task of ensuring electrical safety in networks with an isolated neutral
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voltage up to 1000 V in mining enterprises through the development of
methods to control the condition of insulation.

A method of measuring the admittance of network with an isolated neutral
voltage up to 1000 V is based on the measurement of the modulus of the zero
phase-sequence voltage and phase voltage to earth, with an additional
conductance where the value of the regulation is made additional conductance
in conduction to ensure the equality of the modulus of phase voltage to earth
and zero phase-sequence voltage. In ensuring the equality of zero phase-
sequence voltage and phase voltage to earth connection of additional
conductance, it corresponds to the admittance network isolation.

The simulation model of method of measuring the admittance of insulation in
the Matlab/Simulink environment was modulated. The developed model
allows for the regulation variable resistor to be used to simplify the calculations
of the parameters of network isolation. Due to the data received in the
regulation of the variable resistor to 2068 Ohms, the true value zero phase-
sequence voltage and phase A voltage to earth are equal to 140.8 V. Thus,
the variable of the admittance y corresponds to 2068 Ohms, which comprises
0.48 mS.

Developing a method of measuring the admittance of insulation networks with
an isolated neutral voltage up to 1000 V will provide improved accuracy and
speed measurement admittance network isolation. The proposed method is
simple, as the instrumentation, single-phase voltage transformers, required for
measuring the admittance network isolation is in the service manual enterprise
energy management.

5. The experimental data obtained are composed of numerical values of the
parameters of the insulation on the excavator EKG-8I of coal mine Ekibastuz,
Angrensor LLP. It was established that the insulation resistance is due to active
resistance, which characterizes the properties of the dielectric of insulating
material used for insulation of live parts of the conductors with respect to
ground. Capacitive resistance is higher than active resistance of insulation in
networks under 1000 V.

It is found that the RCDs used on excavators by their specifications do not
provide effective protection from electric shocks in a short network with
voltages under 1000 V as the current of single-phase earth faults in the network
under 1000 V on the excavator has less value than the current of the RCD set-up
point.

A new method aimed at improving the effectiveness of RCDs in electric network
under 1000 V has been developed and is based on setting up the DC into a three-
phase network with a fixed set-point of protection from any phase-to-earth insula-
tion damage, where the equipment is switched off by residual current device when
live-line bare-hand touching of electric equipment occurs. This is due to increases in
the phase capacity with respect to earth.

Organizational and technical measures aimed at improving the reliability
and level of electrical safety in electrical mining enterprises will help to
protect people from electric shocks while also reducing the number of accidents at
work.

The work was carried out in accordance with the contract no. 242 of March 17,
2018, at the S. Seifullin Kazakh Agro-Technical University with the Ministry of
Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan under the project no.
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Chapter 5

An Integrated Approach for the
Building and the Selection of
Multidisciplinary Teams in Health
Care System
Ikram Khatrouch, Lyes Kermad, Anderrahman El Mhamedi
and Younes Boujelbene

Abstract

This chapter presents a support approach for the building and the selection of
multidisciplinary teams. In the first part, we propose a new general model for
multidisciplinary team building. The proposed model takes professional’s prefer-
ences into account when a team building process is required for any type of project.
In the second part, we develop hybridization between a multicriterion decision
method and a cognitive method for selection teams. The developed methodology is
based on the experiences of the past operations in order to select the adequate team
for a new operation. We test the effectiveness of the model using health care
domains of different complexities and describe some practical experiences of using
the model in the surgical team building process.

Keywords: team building, multidisciplinary team, selection team,
analytic hierarchy process, case-based reasoning

1. Introduction

Hospital context has undergone multiple changes in the last decade econom-
ical field (expenditure growth of hospital logistics), technological field (inte-
gration of new technologies), and social field. In this context, hospital systems
aimed to reduce expenditure while ensuring greater quality of care. Adverse
events related to care affect 3.7–16.6% of patients care in the OECD countries.
The incidence in France is 5.1% which represents an average of 6.6% of the
adverse events for 1000 hospital days [1]. Also, around half of events occurs
during surgical intervention [2, 3], which represents the emblematic of this
component.

Investigations focus on complications in the operating rooms date from the
1980s. It is thus crucial to understand causes of complications. Several studies
draw our attention for research on the causes of surgical complications. Atul
et al. [4] have shown in their study about three hospitals that two-third of
complications produced during operative phase. Three factors were cited as
factors that contribute to error: the lack of experience/lack of competence for
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surgical task was associated to 53% of incidents, communication problem
(43%), fatigue or excessive working (33%). Fleming et al. [5] analyzed inter-
personal skills for each members of cardiac surgery team to determine their
attitudes regarding team work. Researchers have identified different factors as
seniority in grade and adherence in professional community. Respondents
reported that erroneous communication, execution of intervention at the wrong
time and the not following of procedures that constitute the most frequent
types of errors. Statistics of JCAHO show that 65% of severe events (for exam-
ple, compresses forgotten, error in blood transfusion, etc.) are related to a lack
of communication [6].

The results of the analysis of National Surgical Quality Improvement Program
(NSQIP) identified the major problems like communication team, lack of skilled
care during the patient postoperative care. It is important to note that problems are
related to systems and not to individual performance of surgeon [7].

We often classify in the table below different studies depending on the causes
identified.

Improvement of techniques and processes in the operating theater does not
completely solve complications occurring. Refer to the studies mentioned
(Table 1), we can conclude that team building constitutes an obvious starting
point.

2. Domain and motivation

Operating theater is a containment with high concentration of human compe-
tence. An operation needs intervention of different actors from different disciplines
(surgeons, anesthetists, nurses, etc.) with various levels of skills. Surgical team per-
formance emerges as key points to ensure the best quality care and risk management.
The operating theater is also a deep human place where the individual works on an
individual and with an individual. These individuals have personalities, logic, inter-
ests, and specific different viewpoints and sometimes conflicting. They constitute a
surgical team in which performance and outcomes depend on the degree of

Studies The causes

Communication Leadership Technical
skills

Fatigue/excessive
workload

Collaboration

Atul et al. [4] * * *

Helmreich and
Schafer (1994)

*

Watson et al. [8] * *

Taylor et al. [9] * * *

JCSES [6] *

Wong et al. (2009) * *

Fuchshuber et al.
[7]

*

Haller et al. (2011) *

Doppia et al.
(2011)

*

Table 1.
The causes of complication in the operating room.
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coordination the efforts made by everyone, that is, teamwork. Selection teams ensure
that the right team is in place and that it will have a capable leader in place.

Successful building and selection teams are still an open problem in various
fields of social, business, and hospital studies. To solve this problem, several
methods were proposed such as AHP [10, 11], fuzzy-genetic algorithm [12],
multiobjective optimization [13], fuzzy logic (Shipley et al., 2013), etc.

The main objective of this chapter is to propose a systematic evaluation
model to help the decision maker for the building and selection of an optimal
team among a set of available alternatives. For building team, we present a new
algorithm applied to multidisciplinary team. Then, for selection team, we envelop
a methodology where we combine a multicriterion decision method and a
cognitive method.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3, proposed
model for weapon building and selection team is presented and the stages of the
proposed approach are explained in detail. In Section 4, experimental results and
data analysis are discussed. Finally, conclusions of this study are made in Section 5.

3. The model description

Proposed model is divided in two main parts: approach support for building
multidisciplinary teams and approach for selection teams, presented in Figure 1.

These two approaches can be applied successively or separately, depending on
the case of application.

Figure 1.
Model support for building and selection teams.
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The operating theater is also a deep human place where the individual works on an
individual and with an individual. These individuals have personalities, logic, inter-
ests, and specific different viewpoints and sometimes conflicting. They constitute a
surgical team in which performance and outcomes depend on the degree of

Studies The causes

Communication Leadership Technical
skills

Fatigue/excessive
workload

Collaboration

Atul et al. [4] * * *

Helmreich and
Schafer (1994)

*

Watson et al. [8] * *

Taylor et al. [9] * * *

JCSES [6] *

Wong et al. (2009) * *

Fuchshuber et al.
[7]

*

Haller et al. (2011) *

Doppia et al.
(2011)

*

Table 1.
The causes of complication in the operating room.
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coordination the efforts made by everyone, that is, teamwork. Selection teams ensure
that the right team is in place and that it will have a capable leader in place.

Successful building and selection teams are still an open problem in various
fields of social, business, and hospital studies. To solve this problem, several
methods were proposed such as AHP [10, 11], fuzzy-genetic algorithm [12],
multiobjective optimization [13], fuzzy logic (Shipley et al., 2013), etc.

The main objective of this chapter is to propose a systematic evaluation
model to help the decision maker for the building and selection of an optimal
team among a set of available alternatives. For building team, we present a new
algorithm applied to multidisciplinary team. Then, for selection team, we envelop
a methodology where we combine a multicriterion decision method and a
cognitive method.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3, proposed
model for weapon building and selection team is presented and the stages of the
proposed approach are explained in detail. In Section 4, experimental results and
data analysis are discussed. Finally, conclusions of this study are made in Section 5.

3. The model description

Proposed model is divided in two main parts: approach support for building
multidisciplinary teams and approach for selection teams, presented in Figure 1.

These two approaches can be applied successively or separately, depending on
the case of application.

Figure 1.
Model support for building and selection teams.
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3.1 Approach support for building multidisciplinary teams

This first approach presents a new model for multidisciplinary team building. It
takes professional’s preferences into account when a team building processes. The
proposed approach is presented in four main steps explained below.

Step 1: Completion of preference form
At the beginning of the year, the professionals in the operating theater (pro-

posers) are asked to complete a form (Figure 2) for ranking their colleagues
(acceptors) using a preference scale from 1 to 6 (1 being highest and 6 being lowest)
according to their willingness to be in the same group. This process should be
finalized within a period of 7 days. Although proposers are completing the forms,
they should agree to the following rules:

1. All professionals must submit a form at the beginning of the year; otherwise
the proposer agrees that all the acceptors will be regarded as having the same
priority with the highest level.

2. They cannot give the same preference order for more than one acceptor.

Step 2: Constructing the preference matrix
We transform the forms into a preference matrix. Several revisions are made on

the matrix according to Assumptions 1 and 2.

Figure 2.
Transfer sequence of the preference forms to a preference matrix.
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Assumption 1. If a proposer professional does not complete a form, the proposer
would accept being a member of any team without complaint. Thus, the rows of
these proposers in the matrix are filled with 1 (highest preference level) for each
acceptor (column), P(j) = 1, for j = 1 to n�1.

Assumption 2. If an author does not give a priority level for acceptors, the
author agrees that all these acceptors have the same priority level. Thus, the
priority level of the acceptor (columns) is set to the lowest priority given by the
author plus 1. P(j) = P(i) + 1 for j = i + 1 to n�1.

When the preference matrix is constructed, it is transformed into a lower trian-
gular matrix by adding the weights of each cross proposer and acceptor
(Mij = Mij + Mji).

Step 3: The team building algorithm
The algorithm of the proposed model is straightforward, and it is similar to

Prim’s minimum spanning tree algorithm and Sahin algorithm. Figure 3 presents
the pseudocode of the algorithm. We begin by traversing all the elements of the first
discipline in order to find the two groups who have the minimum weights. For this,
we use the function FindMinRelationShip. The function chekGroupComposition
permits to verify if it is possible to merge the two groups (e.g., if we merge the two
groups, the total number of surgeons is less than maximum surgeon authorized in
one group). If the merging of the groups is possible, we remove the second group
and we recalculate the new weights. If the merging is not possible, we put a negative
value in a matrix of preferences. We repeat the same steps until all the weight
values are negative. When this first phase is finished, i.e., we can no longer create a
new group using the first discipline, we add the individuals of the second discipline.
We recall the same function, FindMinRelationShip, chekGroupComposition,
merge, until no way to merge groups. This last phase is repeated until all disciplines
are added.

A sample example is presented in Figure 4, for application of the proposed
algorithm. Suppose we have nine employees with three disciplines (three surgeons,
three anesthetists, three instrumentalists) and we need to compose teams with three
members (one surgeon, one anesthetist, and one instrumentalist). We apply the
algorithm above; we obtain this composition (Step 4—Figure 4) of three teams.

This developed approach represents an improvement for Sahin algorithm [14].
We have developed our computer algorithm on the Java platform within the
Eclipse. The next step of procedure is selection teams, as detailed below.

3.2 Approach for selection teams

Once we have teams already built, we are going to apply this second approach
that helps the decision maker to find more appropriate team; which means, the
team that is adapted to his preferences and the need of each operation. The pro-
posed model is presented in four main steps explained below.

Step 1: Case base construction
The presentation of the base depends strongly on the structure and content of

such cases. A case base contains problems and solutions that can be used to derive
solution for a new situation. In our work, cases contain a vector of attributes that
define the problem and the solution, which correspond to the best team that sat-
isfies exactly the needs of the operation and the preferences of the decider. A case is
described by the criteria and also the solution.
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Figure 3.
The algorithm’s pseudocode.
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Criteria:
The criteria which characterize the team choice are:

• The time (T): the duration of the operation

• The competence (Ct): the technical competence of the team.

• The communication (Co): the communication in the team.

• The risk criticality (R): the criticality degree of the risk.

Solution:
It is represented by the best team which satisfies exactly the needs and the

preferences of the decision maker. That is defined by a set of criteria.
Step 2: Calculate the weights of criteria
In this step, the AHP method is used to determine the weights of criteria

for case similarity analysis. This weight is the key to case retrieval. For this
reason, we use the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to determine the relative
weight of each attribute according to its importance and use these important
weights to calculate the similarity among the new coming case and each case
in the case base.

The first step is to compose our problem in three hierarchical levels presented by
Figure 5.

The next step is to conduct a questionnaire survey handed to each member. The
value assigned is based on the scale in interval of 1–9. Then, create square pair-wise
comparison matrices of the selection criteria. Table 2 [15] presents the scale of
preference in the pair-wise comparison process.

The consistency of results obtained is found by calculating the consistency index
(CI). More consistency index becomes bigger and more the judgments of the user
are coherent and vice versa.

Figure 4.
Sample steps for the multidisciplinary team building algorithm.
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Step 3: Retrieving phase
The objective of the retrieving phase is to find the most similar previous cases in

case base, and retrieving them for analysis, in order to select one and reuse it in the
next phase. The similar case retrieval depends on the case representation and their
indexing in the case base. The objective is to measure the similarity between the
new case (operation) and the stored cases in the case base.

The question in our model is which one of the previous teams is the most similar
to the new operation (case) that must be treated. In order to evaluate the similarity,
the similar attribute collection S = {sT1,…, sTn} should be determined first. Let us
denote the new operation (case) to be considered by T′. By T, we denote operation
(case) stored in the case base. We also denote by Sim the similarity degree between
the new operation and the operation stored.

In the first step, we calculate the local similarity sTi between attribute. We
define this similarity in the following way:

sTi ¼ 1� Ti � T′
i

�� ��
Tmax
i � Tmin

i

 !
(1)

where Ti is the i
th attribute of the case in memory, T′i is the ith attribute of the

current case, and Ti
max and Ti

min are the maximum and minimum values between
all the cases for the ith attribute.

In the second step, we calculate overall similarity by using the weights associated
with each attribute. We thus introduce the importance of the attributes as a new
variable. It measures the importance of the ith attribute, which we express as Ti. In
our model, the weights Wi were calculated by using the AHP method. A general
form of similarity measure function is shown in Eq. (2).

Figure 5.
An AHP structure for selection teams.

Verbal judgments Numerical rating

Equal importance 1

Moderate importance of one over another 3

Strong or essential importance of one over another 5

Very strong importance 7

Absolute importance 9

Intermediate values between two adjacent judgments 2, 4, 5, 8

Table 2.
AHP comparison scale.
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Sim T;T′� � ¼ ∑n
i¼1sTi∗Wi

∑n
i¼1Wi

(2)

where T is the case in memory, T′ is the target case, and n is the number of
attributes of each case. Finally, the case having the biggest global similarity with the
new case will be selected.

Step 4: Construction of the new case solution
The objective of this phase is to evaluate the retrieved solution. Thus, the deci-

sion maker must judge if the selected case is well or no. If yes, this case solution will
be adapted to the new case. Otherwise, he passes to the second more similar case, to
the third, etc. Finally, the new case and its validated solution are integrated into the
case base. It is then necessary to know which information can be important to
retain, how to index the case for a future retrieve, and how to integrate the new case
in the case base.

4. Experimental results and data analysis

To assess the computational tractability and efficiency of the developed model,
we tested the operation of our model on a set of department of operating theater in
“Habib Bourguiba” hospital in Tunisia. We report the results obtained on three
departments of different sizes. The comparative Table 3 shows the relevant
parameters of scale for the three departments.

The table shows the number of professionals for each discipline (D1: surgery,
D2: anesthesia, D3: instruments) in the second column. The third column lists the
possible size of team for each department which depends on the nature of the
operation.

During 3 months, the team performance of the first support for building
multidisciplinary teams is identified by seven tests. Respectively, two tests in
orthopedics department, three tests in urology department, and two tests in the
neurology department. Table 4 shows respectively the team size for each test and
size of each discipline.

Then, we apply the second support for selection team. Within our framework of
aid to the choice of the best team which satisfies the preferences of decision maker
and operation need. Our case base is formed by 20 operations which satisfied this
type of operation.

Our objective consists on searching the best team of a new case arising to the
case base. This new case is described by the same attributes that those of the other
cases in base, described in Table 5.

The objective of similarity measures is to look for the nearest case which satisfies
the most preferences of the new operation in the case base. Indeed, by applying
Eq. (1), we calculate all local similarities between attributes (Table 6).

The relative importance weighting attributes obtained by AHP method, Wi, are
listed in Table 7.

Department Nb professionals D1 D2 D3 Team size

1 22 8 8 6 5-6

2 36 10 12 14 4-5-6

3 42 12 15 16 6-7

Table 3.
The experimental departments.
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The attribute weights are then employed in Eq. (2) to measure the similarity
between the cases in memory and the new case. Next, we obtain the resul in
Table 8.

Test Team size Size of each discipline

D1 D2 D3

1 5 2 2 1

2 6 3 2 3

3 4 2 1 1

4 5 2 1 2

5 6 2 2 2

6 6 3 2 1

7 7 3 3 1

Table 4.
Tests of proposed model.

Case Criteria Team

T CT CO R

1 125 4 6 1 {C2, C3, A5, I2, I3}

2 122 5 3 2 {C4, C1, A2, I1, I4}

3 130 5 5 3 {C6, C3, A6, I2, I5}

4 110 4 5 2 {C10, C2, A5, I12, I3}

5 160 4 4 5 {C4, C2, A2, I3, I2}

6 74 3 6 2 {C1, C7, A10, I6, I14}

7 115 6 5 3 {C3, C6, A3, I9, I10}

8 65 5 4 1 {C5, C8, A1, I8, I7}

9 85 2 3 1 {C2, C1, A3, I12, I3}

10 75 4 5 3 {C7, C5, A8, I8, I11}

11 100 6 5 2 {C4, C3, A2, I10, I2}

12 92 4 6 3 {C9, C5, A7, I9, I5}

13 122 3 4 3 {C6, C10, A3, I5, I6}

14 160 5 4 5 {C6, C2, A10, I12, I5}

15 125 3 6 4 {C3, C10, A2, I14, I9}

16 140 1 3 1 {C2, C4, A6, I3, I6}

17 76 3 4 1 {C5, C9, A1, I9, I15}

18 85 2 3 1 {C3, C6, A9, I13, I2}

19 134 5 2 2 {C8, C1, A3, I15, I3}

20 124 3 5 2 {C2, C4, A2, I4, I10}

CNew 120 5 5 3 ?

Table 5.
Case base construction for the team selection problems.
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The computational study pretends to analyze if the model improves the effec-
tiveness of the team in operating theater and how good is its contribution. For this
study, the team performances are identified by 30 tests. Respectively, 10 tests in
orthopedics department, 10 tests in urology department, and 10 tests in the neurol-
ogy department.

Finally, to assess the efficiency of our proposed model, we used model in the
three departments of Habib Bourguiba hospital and we obtained the percentage of
operation success in each department (see Figure 6). It analyzes the comparison of
results before and after the integration of our model.

Case T CT CO R

1 0.9473 0.8 0.75 0.5

2 0.0210 1 0.5 0.75

3 0.8947 1 1 1

4 0.8947 0.8 1 0.75

5 0.5789 0.8 0.75 0.5

6 0.5157 0.6 0.75 0.75

7 0.9473 0.8 1 1

8 0.4210 1 0.75 0.5

9 0.6315 0.4 0.5 0.5

10 0.5263 0.8 1 1

11 0.7894 0.8 1 0.75

12 0.7052 0.8 0.75 1

13 0.9789 0.6 0.75 1

14 0.5789 1 0.75 0.5

15 0.9473 0.6 0.75 0.75

16 0.7894 0.2 0.5 0.5

17 0.5368 0.6 0.5 0.5

18 0.6315 0.4 0.5 0.5

19 0.8526 1 0.25 0.75

20 0.9578 0.6 1 0.75

Table 6.
Similarities local calculation.

Attributes T CT Co R Weight (Wi)

T 0.1 0.086 0.076 0.120 0.095

CT 0.3 0.260 0.307 0.240 0.276

Co 0.2 0.130 0.153 0.159 0.160

R 0.4 0.521 0.461 0.480 0.465

Table 7.
Attributes weight.
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orthopedics department, 10 tests in urology department, and 10 tests in the neurol-
ogy department.

Finally, to assess the efficiency of our proposed model, we used model in the
three departments of Habib Bourguiba hospital and we obtained the percentage of
operation success in each department (see Figure 6). It analyzes the comparison of
results before and after the integration of our model.

Case T CT CO R

1 0.9473 0.8 0.75 0.5

2 0.0210 1 0.5 0.75

3 0.8947 1 1 1

4 0.8947 0.8 1 0.75

5 0.5789 0.8 0.75 0.5

6 0.5157 0.6 0.75 0.75

7 0.9473 0.8 1 1

8 0.4210 1 0.75 0.5

9 0.6315 0.4 0.5 0.5

10 0.5263 0.8 1 1

11 0.7894 0.8 1 0.75

12 0.7052 0.8 0.75 1

13 0.9789 0.6 0.75 1

14 0.5789 1 0.75 0.5

15 0.9473 0.6 0.75 0.75

16 0.7894 0.2 0.5 0.5

17 0.5368 0.6 0.5 0.5

18 0.6315 0.4 0.5 0.5

19 0.8526 1 0.25 0.75

20 0.9578 0.6 1 0.75

Table 6.
Similarities local calculation.

Attributes T CT Co R Weight (Wi)

T 0.1 0.086 0.076 0.120 0.095

CT 0.3 0.260 0.307 0.240 0.276

Co 0.2 0.130 0.153 0.159 0.160

R 0.4 0.521 0.461 0.480 0.465

Table 7.
Attributes weight.
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5. Conclusion

The proposed team building-selection model makes up for some shortages of
previous models. An important contribution of this chapter is to bring in a practical
case a theoretical modeling effort to describe a complex environment of health care
services. The use of the first part of approach has allowed us to obtain high-quality
solutions in very short commuting times, in spite of the size of the problem and the
complexity of data and objectives. In the second part of approach, we present a
team selection method based on a multicriteria aid model using case-based reason-
ing technique.

Case Global similarities Rank

1 0.3065 15

2 0.4065 11

3 0.9859 1

4 0.5367 7

5 0.3058 16

6 0.7178 4

7 0.8706 2

8 0.3177 13

9 0.2791 18

10 0.8595 3

11 0.5354 8

12 0.6232 5

13 0.6156 6

14 0.3129 14

15 0.4187 10

16 0.2753 20

17 0.2830 17

18 0.2791 19

19 0.3939 12

20 0.5118 9

Table 8.
Global similarities calculation.

Figure 6.
Percentage of successful operations.
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The proposed model was tested on the real datasets collected from the “Habib
Bourguiba” Hospital in Tunisia. However, because of the nature of the information
and the difficulty of obtaining the data, the number of available data points was
limited. The developed model is highly representative of the reality because it uses
the last experience case that satisfies the most the decision maker preferences.

The next step in our work will be the use of our approach in other areas. We are
also planning to imbed this model in a general project management system that we
are currently developing. The model can be improved by adding other attributes
(experience, leadership, etc.) which can be studied in the future.
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